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MOTION   TO   ENLARGE     

Respondent  Gary  Lewis,  by  and  through  his  counsel  E.  Breen  Arntz,  and              

Appellant  Gary  Lewis,  by  and  through  his  counsel  counsel,  Thomas  Christensen,             

by  and  through  his  counsel  of  record,  Thomas  Christensen  hereby  file  the  instant               

Motion  to  Supplement  the  record  in  connection  with  this  Appeal.  This  Motion  is               

based  on  Nev.  R.  App.  Pro.  27  and  30,  and  the  attached  memorandum  of  points                 

and   authorities.   

Dated   this   15th   day   of   October,   2021.    

   S/   E.   Breen   Arntz       S/   Thomas   F.   Christensen    
E.   Breen   Arntz,   Esq    Thomas   Christensen,   Esq.      
Nevada   Bar   No.   3853 Nevada   Bar   No.   2326      
5545   Mountain   Vista   Ste.   E Christensen   Law   Offices      
Las   Vegas,   NV   89120    1000   S.   Valley   View   Blvd.   Ste   P.      
(702)   384-8000 Las   Vegas,   NV   89107  
breen@breen.com (702)   870-1000   
Attorney   for   Respondent   Gary   Lewis    office@injuryhelpnow.com   

Attorney   for   Appellant   Gary   Lewis   
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MEMORANDUM   OF   POINTS   AND   AUTHORITIES   

I.   INTRODUCTION   

In  its  Answering  Brief,  UAIC  presents  facts  and  argues  legal  theories  that                         

cite  to  397  pages  of  documents  submitted  in  the  “Respondent  UAIC’s                       

Supplement  Appendix  Volumes  I  and  II.”  However,  the  documents  included                     

within  the  Respondent’s  Appendix  are  wholly  irrelevant  to  the  issue  on  appeal,                         

were  not  part  of  the  district  court  record  and  were  never  submitted  to  the  district                               

court  (by  motion  or  otherwise)  for  inclusion  in  the  record  prior  to  the  wrongful                             

intervention  of  UAIC  into  the  underlying  case.  Many  of  UAIC’s  purported                       

arguments  refer  to  the  documents  contained  in  their  Supplemental  Appendices                     

and  Lewis  believes  they  are  irrelevant  and  should  be  stricken  from  the  record  on                             

Appeal.  If  however,  the  Court  expands  the  record  and  allows  UAIC  to  cloud  the                             1

record  with  the  documents  submitted,  the  Court  should  also  allow  Gary  Lewis  to                           

address  the  arguments  and  theories  asserted  by  UAIC  in  its  Supplemental                       

Appendices.  Gary  Lewis  should  be  allowed  an  opportunity  to  respond  with  proof                         

by   way   of   additional   supplementation   to   the   record   as   attached   hereto.     

II.   ARGUMENT   

The  appellate  court  has  the  inherent  authority  to  supplement  the  record  on              

appeal.   Lowry  v.  Barnhart ,  329  F.3d  1019,  1024  (9th  Cir.  2003),  (citations              

1  See   Lewis’   Motion   to   Strike,   filed   concurrently   herewith.     
3   



omitted);  See  also   Rosales-Martinez  v.  Palmer ,  753  F.3d  890,  (9th  Cir.  June  3,               

2014).  Herein,  an  insurance  company  conglomerate  has  filed  response  to  an             

appeal  by  its  insured  (and  a  consumer  claimant)  pertaining  to  costs  and  attorneys               

fees  after  wrongful  intervention  by  the  insurance  company  in  the  underlying  tort              

case  after  judgment.  The  insurance  company  herein  has  presented  a            

supplemental  appendix,  without  first  bringing  a  Motion  to  Enlarge,  that            

misdirects  the  Court’s  attention  from  the  narrow  issue  on  appeal.  If  the  Appellate               

Court  will  allow  the  Supplemental  Appendices  and  issue  enlarging  arguments            

made  by  UAIC  herein,  Gary  Lewis  should  be  afforded  an  opportunity  to  respond               

and  present  additional  evidence  including  the  documents  attached  hereto  and            

noted   below:     

1. Judgment  in  favor  of  Plaintiffs  Nalder  and  Lewis  in  U.S.  District  Court,              
District   of   Nevada,   2:09-cv-01348,   entered   October   30,   2013  

2. Complaint  filed  in  Eighth  Judicial  District  Court  case  18-77220,  filed  April             
3,   2018.   

3. Judgment   entered   July   24,   2018,   Superior   Court   of   California,   County   of   
Los   Angeles,   case   KS021378.   

4. 28(j)  letter  to  the  U.S.  Court  of  Appeals  for  the  Ninth  Circuit,  Docket               
13-17441,   ECF   52,   dated   January   29,   2019.     

5. Motion   to   Supplement,   Docket   13-17441,   ECF   67,dated   November   14,   
2019,    U.S.   Court   of   Appeals   for   the   Ninth   Circuit.   

6. Motion   to   Withdraw,   filed   on   January   1,   2019,   by   Randall   Tindall,   Esq.,   in   
Eighth   Judicial   District   Court   case   07A549111   (this   underlying   case.)     

  
III.   CONCLUSION   

For  the  foregoing  reasons,  Gary  Lewis  respectfully  requests  that  this  Court             

strike  UAIC’s  Supplemental  Appendix  in  its  entirety.  If  this  Court  is  inclined  to               
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entertain  the  irrelevant  and  superfluous   arguments  alleged  to  be  supported  by  the              

Supplemental  Appendices,  Gary  Lewis  respectfully  requests  the  attached          

documents  be  allowed  and  additional  time  to  request  to  supplement  the  record              

with   further   responsive   documents   as   well.     

DATED   this   15th   day   of   October,   2021.   

S/   E.   Breen   Arntz     S/   Thomas   F.   Christensen     
E.   Breen   Arntz,   Esq   Thomas   Christensen,   Esq.     
Nevada   Bar   No.   3853 Nevada   Bar   No.   2326     
5545   Mountain   Vista   Ste.   E Christensen   Law   Offices     
Las   Vegas,   NV   89120   1000   S.   Valley   View   Blvd.   Ste   P.     
(702)   384-8000 Las   Vegas,   NV   89107   
breen@breen.com (702)   870-1000   

  
  

   CERTIFICATE   OF   SERVICE   

I  certify  that  on  the  15th  day  of  October  2021,  I  submitted  the  foregoing  Motion  for                  

filing  via  the  Court’s  eFlex  electronic  filing  system,  thereby  notifying  counsel  of  record               

of   the   filing.     

  
_______/s/Thomas   Christensen__________________   
An   employee   of    CHRISTENSEN   LAW   OFFICES,   LLC   
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF NEVADA

JAMES NALDER, Guardian Ad Litem for
minor Cheyanne Nalder, real party in
interest, and GARY LEWIS, Individually, 

Plaintiffs,

v.

UNITED AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY, DOES I through V, and ROE
CORPORATIONS I through V, inclusive,

Defendants.

___________________________________

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
) 

2:09-cv-1348-RCJ-GWF

ORDER

Currently before the Court are a Motion for Summary Judgment (#88) and a Counter-

Motion for Summary Judgment (#89).  This case, originally ruled upon by the Honorable

Edward C. Reed, is on partial remand from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 

The Court heard oral argument on October 22, 2013.   

BACKGROUND

In July 2009, Defendant United Automobile Insurance Company (“UAIC”) filed a petition

for removal based on diversity jurisdiction.  (Pet. for Removal (#1) at 1-2).  Defendant attached

Plaintiffs James Nalder, guardian ad litem for minor Cheyanne Nalder, real party in interest,

and Gary Lewis’s (collectively “Plaintiffs”) complaint which had been filed in the Eighth Judicial

District in Clark County, Nevada.  (Compl. (#1) at 5-16).  

The complaint alleged the following.  (Id. at 5).  Lewis was the owner of a 1996 Chevy

Silverado and had an automobile insurance policy with Defendant on July 8, 2007.  (Id. at 6). 

On July 8, 2007, Lewis drove over top of Cheyanne while Cheyanne was a pedestrian in a

residential area and caused Cheyanne serious personal injuries.  (Id. at 7).  Cheyanne made

Case 2:09-cv-01348-RCJ-GWF   Document 102   Filed 10/30/13   Page 1 of 10
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a claim to Defendant for damages and offered to settle the claim for personal injuries and

damages against Lewis within the policy limits.  (Id.). Defendant refused to settle and denied

the claim all together indicating that Lewis did not have coverage at the time of the accident. 

(Id.).  Defendant was required to provide insurance coverage under the policy.  (Id. at 9). 

Defendant never informed Lewis that Cheyanne was willing to settle the claim for the sum of

$15,000, the policy limit.  (Id.).  Due to the dilatory tactics and failure of Defendant to protect

its insured, Cheyanne filed a complaint on October 9, 2007 against Lewis for her personal

injuries and damages.  (Id.).  Cheyanne procured a default judgment in the amount of

$3,500,000 against Lewis.  (Id.).  Plaintiffs alleged breach of contract, breach of the implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, bad faith, breach of Nev. Rev. Stat. § 686A.310, and

fraud against Defendant.  (Id. at 9-14).  

In March 2010, Defendant filed a motion for summary judgment on all claims.  (See  

Mot. for Summ. J. (#17)).  In December 2010, Judge Reed issued an order granting

Defendant’s motion for summary judgment on all claims and directed the Clerk of the Court

to enter judgment accordingly.  (Order (#42) at 13).  The order provided the following factual

history:  

Lewis was the owner of a 1996 Chevy Silverado insured, at various times,
by Defendant.  Lewis had an insurance policy issued by UAIC on his vehicle
during the period of May 31, 2007 to June 30, 2007.  Lewis received a renewal
statement, dated June 11, 2007, instructing him to remit payment by the due
date of June 30, 2007 in order to renew his insurance policy.  The renewal
statement specified that “[t]o avoid lapse in coverage, payment must be received
prior to expiration of your policy.” The renewal statement listed June 30, 2007
as effective date, and July 31, 2007 as an “expiration date.” The renewal
statement also states that the “due date” of the payment is June 30, 2007, and
repeats that the renewal amount is due no later than June 30, 2007.  Lewis
made a payment on July 10, 2007.  

Defendant then issued a renewal policy declaration and automobile
insurance cards indicating that Lewis was covered under an insurance policy
between July 10, 2007 to August 10, 2007.

(Id. at 2-3).     1

The order stated the following.  (Id. at 5).  Defendant sought summary judgment on all

  Record citations omitted. 1

2
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claims on the basis that Lewis had no insurance coverage on the date of the accident.  (Id.). 

Plaintiffs argued that Lewis was covered on the date of the accident because the renewal

notice was ambiguous as to when payment had to be received in order to avoid a lapse in

coverage and that any ambiguities had to be construed in favor of the insured.  (Id. at 5-6). 

Defendants, in the alternative, requested that the Court dismiss Plaintiffs’ extra-contractual

claims or bifurcate the claim of breach of contract from the remaining claims.  (Id. at 6).  

The order stated the following regarding Lewis’s insurance coverage on July 8, 2007: 

Plaintiffs contend that Lewis was covered under an insurance policy on
July 8, 2007, the date of the accident, because Lewis’ payment on July 10, 2007
was timely. Plaintiffs rely on the sentence “[t]o avoid lapse in coverage, payment
must be received prior to expiration of your policy” contained in the renewal
statement.  Defendant contends that “expiration of your policy” did not refer to
the expiration date of the renewal policy listed on the renewal statement, but to
the expiration of Lewis’ current policy, which coincided with the listed due date
on the renewal statement.  Plaintiffs contend that Lewis reasonably believed that
while there was a due date on which UAIC preferred to receive payment, there
was also a grace period within which Lewis could pay and avoid any lapse in
coverage.

The renewal statement cannot be considered without considering the
entirety of the contract between Lewis and UAIC. Plaintiff attached exhibits of
renewal statements, policy declarations pages, and Nevada automobile
insurance cards issued by UAIC for Lewis.  The contract, taken as a whole,
cannot reasonably be interpreted in favor of Plaintiffs’ argument.

Lewis received a “Renewal Policy Declarations” stating that he had
coverage from May 31, 2007 to June 30, 2007 at 12:01 A.M. (Pls’ Opp., Exhibit
A at 29 (#20-1); Pls’ Supp., Exhibit A at 11-12 (#26-1); Pls’ Supp., Exhibit A at
15 (#26-1).) The declarations page stated that “[t]his declaration page with
‘policy provisions’ and all other applicable endorsements complete your policy.”
(Pls’ Opp., Exhibit A at 29 (#20-1).) Lewis also received a Nevada Automobile
Insurance Card issued by UAIC stating that the effective date of his policy was
May 31, 2007, and the expiration date was June 30, 2007. (Id. at 30; Pls’ Supp.,
Exhibit A at 11-12 (#26-1).)  The renewal statement Lewis received in June must
be read in light of the rest of the insurance policy, contained in the declarations
page and also summarized in the insurance card.

“In interpreting a contract, ‘the court shall effectuate the intent of the
parties, which may be determined in light of the surrounding circumstances if not
clear from the contract itself.’”  Anvui, LLC v. G.L. Dragon, LLC, 163 P.3d 405,
407 (Nev. 2007).  Plaintiffs contend that there was a course of dealing between
Lewis and UAIC supporting a reasonable understanding that there was a grace
period involved in paying the insurance premium for each month-long policy. In
fact, the so-called course of dealing tilts, if at all, in favor of Defendant. Lewis
habitually made payments that were late. UAIC never retroactively covered
Lewis on such occasions. Lewis’ new policy, clearly denoted on the declarations
page and insurance cards Lewis was issued, would always become effective on
the date of the payment.

Plaintiffs point to the fact that in April 2007, Lewis was issued a revised
renewal statement stating that the renewal amount was due on May 6, 2007, a
date after the effective date of the policy Lewis would be renewing through the

3
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renewal amount. This isolated occasion occurred due to the fact that Lewis
added a driver to his insurance policy, resulting in an increase in the renewal
amount, after UAIC had previously sent a renewal notice indicating that a lower
renewal amount was due on April 29, 2007. UAIC issued a revised renewal
statement dated April 26, 2007, and gave Lewis an opportunity to pay by May
6, 2007, instead of April 29, 2007, when the original renewal amount had been
due upon expiration of his April policy. In that case, Lewis made a timely
payment on April 28, 2007, and therefore there is not a single incident Plaintiffs
can point to in which Lewis was retroactively covered for a policy before
payment was made, even in the single instance UAIC granted him such an
opportunity due to a unique set of circumstances.

(Id. at 7-9).  

Plaintiffs appealed.  (Notice of Appeal (#46)).  In a two-page memorandum disposition,

the Ninth Circuit held, inter alia, the following:

We reverse the district court’s grant of United Automobile Insurance
Company’s motion for summary judgment with respect to whether there was
coverage by virtue of the way the renewal statement was worded. Plaintiffs
came forward with facts supporting their tenable legal position that a reasonable
person could have interpreted the renewal statement to mean that Lewis’s
premium was due by June 30, 2007, but that the policy would not lapse if his
premium were “received prior to expiration of [his] policy,” with the “expiration
date” specifically stated to be July 31, 2007.  We remand to the district court for
trial or other proceedings consistent with this memorandum. The portion of the
order granting summary judgment with respect to the statutory arguments is
affirmed.

(Ninth Cir. Mem. Dispo. (#82) at 2-3).  

The pending motions now follow.  

LEGAL STANDARD

         In reviewing a motion for summary judgment, the court construes the evidence in the

light most favorable to the nonmoving party.  Bagdadi v. Nazar, 84 F.3d 1194, 1197 (9th Cir.

1996).  Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 56, a court will grant summary judgment “if the movant shows

that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment

as a matter of law.”  Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(a).  Material facts are “facts that might affect the outcome

of the suit under the governing law.”  Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248, 106

S.Ct. 2505, 2510, 91 L.Ed.2d 202 (1986).  A material fact is “genuine” if the evidence is such

that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party.  Id.   

The moving party bears the initial burden of identifying the portions of the pleadings and

evidence that the party believes to demonstrate the absence of any genuine issue of material

4
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fact.  Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 2553, 91 L.Ed.2d 265

(1986).  A party asserting that a fact cannot be or is genuinely disputed must support the

assertion by “citing to particular parts of materials in the record, including depositions,

documents, electronically stored information, affidavits or declarations, stipulations (including

those made for purposes of the motion only), admissions, interrogatory answers, or other

materials” or “showing that the materials cited do not establish the absence or presence of a

genuine dispute, or that an adverse party cannot produce admissible evidence to support the

fact.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)(1)(A)-(B). Once the moving party has properly supported the

motion, the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to come forward with specific facts showing

that a genuine issue for trial exists.  Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475

U.S. 574, 587, 106 S.Ct. 1348, 1356, 89 L.Ed.2d 538 (1986).  “The mere existence of a

scintilla of evidence in support of the plaintiff’s position will be insufficient; there must be

evidence on which the jury could reasonably find for the plaintiff.”  Anderson, 477 U.S. at 252,

106 S.Ct. at 2512.  The nonmoving party cannot defeat a motion for summary judgment “by

relying solely on conclusory allegations unsupported by factual data.”  Taylor v. List, 880 F.2d

1040, 1045 (9th Cir. 1989).  “Where the record taken as a whole could not lead a rational trier

of fact to find for the nonmoving party, there is no genuine issue for trial.”  Matsushita, 475

U.S. at 587, 106 S.Ct. at 1356.

DISCUSSION

I. Plaintiff James Nalder’s Motion for Summary Judgment (#88)

Nalder moves for partial summary judgment as to liability against Defendant.  (Mot. for

Summ. J. (#88) at 1).  Nalder makes three arguments which will be addressed in turn.

A. Ambiguous Contract

Nalder argues that because the renewal statement was ambiguous it must be strictly

construed against the insurance company pursuant to Nevada law and, thus, Lewis had

coverage at the time of the accident.  (Mot. for Summ. J. (#88) at 10). 

In response, Defendant argues that Lewis’s renewal statement is not ambiguous and

clearly demanded remittance of the policy premium for the subsequent term by the expiration

5
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of the present policy period.  (Opp’n to Mot. for Summ. J. (#90) at 15).  Defendant argues that

a material issue of fact remains over whether the renewals were ambiguous.  (Id.).

Nalder filed a reply.  (Reply to Mot. for Summ. J. (#95)).  

“Summary judgment is appropriate in contract cases only if the contract provision or the

contract in question is unambiguous.”  Econ. Forms Corp. v. Law Co., Inc., 593 F.Supp. 539,

540 (D. Nev. 1984).  A contract is ambiguous if it is reasonably susceptible to more than one

interpretation.  Shelton v. Shelton, 78 P.3d 507, 510 (Nev. 2003).  Whether a contract is

ambiguous is a question of law.  Margrave v. Dermody Properties, Inc., 878 P.2d 291, 293

(Nev. 1994).  “The interpretation of an ambiguous contract is a mixed question of fact and

law.”  Econ. Forms Corp., 593 F.Supp. at 541.  However, in Nevada, “any ambiguity or

uncertainty in an insurance policy must be construed against the insurer and in favor of the

insured.”  United Nat’l Ins. Co. v. Frontier Ins. Co., Inc., 99 P.3d 1153, 1156 (Nev. 2004).  

In this case, the Court finds that the renewal statement is ambiguous based on the

Ninth Circuit’s reverse and remand.  The Court finds that the renewal statement is reasonably

susceptible to more than one interpretation as demonstrated by both Judge Reed and the

Ninth Circuit’s conflicting interpretations.  As such, the Court finds that, pursuant to Nevada

law, this ambiguity is construed against Defendant and in favor of the insured such that Lewis

was covered by the insurance policy on the date of the accident.  The Court grants summary

judgment on this issue in favor of Plaintiffs.  

B. Bad Faith

Nalder argues that Defendant’s actions constitute bad faith.  (Mot. for Summ. J. (#88)

at 19).  Specifically, Nalder argues that Lewis properly renewed his policy pursuant to the

policy’s renewal statements, Defendant renewed Lewis’s policy, and then Defendant claimed

that there was a lapse in coverage.  (Id.).  Nalder asserts that Defendant never investigated

to determine whether Lewis was covered, made a snap decision that there was no coverage,

and left Lewis bereft of protection against Cheyanne’s lawsuit.  (Id.).  Nalder contends that

these facts constitute bad faith which requires Defendant to compensate Lewis, pay for the

judgment currently entered against him, and pay for compensatory and punitive damages. 

6
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(Id.).  

In response, Defendant argues that every case cited by Nalder involves a situation

where there existed a policy in force at the time of the loss.  (Opp’n to Mot. for Summ. J. (#90)

at 21).  Defendant asserts that, in this case, Nalder asks the Court to find an implied policy

from an ambiguity in the renewal.  (Id. at 22).  Defendant argues that Nevada law provides that

a court may review an insurer’s actions at the time they were made to determine whether the

insurer’s actions were reasonable as a matter of law and that bad faith cannot be premised

upon an honest mistake, bad judgment, or negligence.  (Id. at 25).  Defendant asserts that

Nevada law provides that an insurer cannot be found liable for bad faith, as a matter of law,

if it had a reasonable basis to contest coverage.  (Id.).  Defendant contends that if an insurer’s

actions are reasonable the court can decide as a matter of law to dismiss the extra-contractual

claims.  (Id. at 26).  Defendant asserts that because Lewis admits that he did not make any

policy payments between June 12, 2007 and July 10, 2007 its actions were reasonable.  (Id.). 

Defendant contends that even if it may be found to owe coverage on an implied contract,

Plaintiffs must admit that a genuine dispute existed as to coverage at the time of the accident. 

(Id.).  

Nalder filed a reply.  (Reply to Mot. for Summ. J. (#95)).

Nevada law imposes the covenant of good faith and fair dealing on insurers.  Allstate

Ins. Co. v. Miller, 212 P.3d 318, 324 (Nev. 2009).  A violation of the covenant gives rise to a

bad-faith tort claim.  Id.  The Nevada Supreme Court has defined “bad faith as ‘an actual or

implied awareness of the absence of a reasonable basis for denying benefits of the [insurance]

policy.’” Id. (quoting Am. Excess Ins. Co. v. MGM, 729 P.2d 1352, 1354-55 (Nev. 1986).  “To

establish a prima facie case of bad-faith refusal to pay an insurance claim, the plaintiff must

establish that the insurer had no reasonable basis for disputing coverage, and that the insurer

knew or recklessly disregarded the fact that there was no reasonable basis for disputing

coverage.”  Powers v. United Servs. Auto. Ass’n, 962 P.2d 596, 604 (Nev. 1998) opinion

modified on denial of reh'g, 979 P.2d 1286 (Nev. 1999).  

In this case, the Court denies Nalder’s motion for summary judgment on the bad faith

7
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claims.  The procedural history of this case demonstrates that Defendant had a reasonable

basis for disputing coverage during the time of the incident.  As demonstrated by Judge

Reed’s original order, there was arguably sufficient evidence to find a basis for Defendant to

deny Lewis benefits of the insurance policy.  Even though the Ninth Circuit reversed and

remanded Judge Reed’s original order, this Court finds that the procedural history of this case

demonstrates that Defendant had a reasonable basis to dispute coverage and, on one

occasion, had succeeded in that argument.  The Court denies Nalder’s motion for summary

judgment on this issue. 

C. Pre and Post-Judgment Interest

       Nalder argues that because there was arguable or possible coverage under the policy,

Defendant had a duty to defend Lewis.  (Mot. for Summ. J. (#88) at 20).  Nalder asserts that

Defendant’s failure to provide coverage and its breach of the duty to defend was the proximate

cause of the default judgment being entered against Lewis.  (Id.).  Nalder contends that

Defendant has the duty to indemnify Lewis.  (Id.).

In response, Defendant argues that there are court cases where an insurer who

investigated coverage and based its decision not to defend on a reasonable construction of

the policy was not liable for bad faith breach of the duty to defend even after the court resolved

the ambiguity in the contract in favor of the insured.  (Opp’n to Mot. for Summ. J. (#90) at 33).

Nalder filed a reply.  (Reply to Mot. for Summ. J. (#95)).        

The Nevada Supreme Court has held that primary liability insurance policies create a

hierarchy of duties between the insurer and the insured.  Allstate Ins., 212 P.3d at 324.  One

of these contractual duties is the duty to defend.  Id.  A breach of the duty to defend is a

breach of a contractual obligation.  See id. at 324-25.  An insurer bears a duty to defend its

insured whenever it ascertains facts which give rise to the potential of liability under the policy. 

United Nat’l Ins. Co. v. Frontier Ins. Co., Inc., 99 P.3d 1153, 1158 (Nev. 2004).  Once the duty

to defend arises, it continues through the course of litigation.  Id.  “If there is any doubt about

whether the duty to defend arises, this doubt must be resolved in favor of the insured.”  Id. 

“The purpose behind construing the duty to defend so broadly is to prevent an insurer from

8
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evading its obligation to provide a defense for an insured without at least investigating the facts

behind a complaint.”  Id.  However, the duty to defend is not absolute.  Id.  “A potential for

coverage only exists when there is arguable or possible coverage.”  Id.  “Determining whether

an insurer owes a duty to defend is achieved by comparing the allegations of the complaint

with the terms of the policy.”  Id.  If an insurer breaches the duty to defend, damages are

limited to attorneys’ fees and costs incurred by the insured to defend the action.  See Home

Sav. Ass’n v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 854 P.2d 851, 855 (Nev. 1993) (holding that an insured

was not barred from further pursuing recovery from insurance company for fees and costs

incurred in defending an action);  Reyburn Lawn & Landscape Designers, Inc. v. Plaster Dev.

Co., Inc., 255 P.3d 268, 278 (Nev. 2011) (discussing damages related to an indemnitor’s duty

to defend an indemnitee).  

In this case, as discussed at oral argument, the Court finds that Defendant breached

its contractual duty to defend Gary Lewis in the underlying action.  As such, Gary Lewis’s

damages are limited to the attorneys’ fees and costs he incurred in defending that action. 

However, the Court awards no damages to Gary Lewis because he did not incur any fees or

costs in defending the underlying action because he chose not to defend and, instead, took

a default judgment.  

As such, the Court grants in part and denies in part Nalder’s motion for summary

judgment.  The Court grants summary judgment for Nalder on the ambiguity issue and finds

that there is an ambiguity in the renewal statement and, thus, the policy is construed in favor

of coverage at the time of the accident.  Defendant must pay the policy limits of the implied

insurance policy.  The Court denies summary judgment for Nalder on the remaining bad-faith

claims.  The Court grants in part and denies in part summary judgment for Nalder on the duty

to defend issue.  The Court finds that Defendant did breach its contractual duty to defend but

denies Nalder’s request for damages for that breach.  

II. Defendant’s Counter-Motion for Summary Judgment on All Extra-Contractual
Claims or Remedies (#89)

Defendant seeks summary judgment on all of Plaintiff’s claims for extra-contractual

9
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remedies and/or bad faith claims because there was a genuine dispute as to whether

coverage existed at the time and its actions were reasonable.  (Counter Mot. for Summ. J.

(#89) at 15).  Defendant argues that because it had a reasonable basis to deny coverage there

can be no bad faith.  (Id. at 16).  

Nalder filed a response and Defendant filed a reply.  (Opp’n to Counter Mot. for Summ.

J. (#96); Reply to Counter Mot. for Summ. J. (#97)).  

The Court grants Defendant’s counter-motion for summary judgment on Plaintiffs’ extra-

contractual claims and/or bad faith claims.  As discussed above, the procedural history of this

case demonstrates that Defendant had a reasonable basis for disputing coverage during the

time of the accident and, thus, there is no bad faith on the part of Defendant.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff James Nalder’s Motion for

Summary Judgment (#88) is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part.  The Court grants

summary judgment in favor of Nalder and finds that the insurance renewal statement

contained an ambiguity and, thus, the statement is construed in favor of coverage during the

time of the accident.  The Court denies summary judgment on Nalder’s remaining bad-faith

claims.  

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendant’s Counter-Motion for Summary Judgment

on All Extra-Contractual Claims or Remedies (#89) is GRANTED. The Court grants summary

judgment on all extra-contractual claims and/or bad faith claims in favor of Defendant.  

The Court directs Defendant to pay Cheyanne Nalder the policy limits on Gary Lewis’s 

implied insurance policy at the time of the accident.  

The Clerk of the Court shall enter judgment accordingly.  

DATED: This _____ day of October, 2013.

_________________________________
United States District Judge

10
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David A. Stephens, Esq.
Nevada Bar No. 00902
STEPHENS, GOURLEY & BYWATER
3636 North Rancho Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada 89130
Telephone: (702) 656-2355 
Facsimile: (702) 656-2776 
Email: dstephens@sgblawfirm.com
Attorney for Cheyenne Nalder

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

CHEYENNE NALDER, ) CASE NO.:  A549111
)
) DEPT NO.:  XXIX

Plaintiff, )
)

vs. )
)

GARY LEWIS and DOES I through V, )
inclusive, )

)          
                                   Defendants.                  )
____________________________________)

COMPLAINT

Date: n/a
Time: n/a

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, CHEYENNE NALDER, by and through Plaintiff’s attorney,

DAVID A. STEPHENS, ESQ., of STEPHENS & BYWATER, and for a cause of action against the

Defendants, and each of them, alleges as follows:

1. Upon information and belief, that at the time of the injury the Defendant, GARY

LEWIS, was a resident of Las Vegas, Clark County, Nevada, and that on or about December 2008

GARY LEWIS moved out of state and has not been present or resided in the jurisdiction since that

time.  

2. That Plaintiff, CHEYENNE NALDER, was at the time of the accident, a resident of

the County of Clark, State of Nevada

3. That the true names or capacities, whether individual, corporate, associate or

otherwise, of Defendants names as DOES 1 through V, inclusive, are unknown to Plaintiff, who

------------

-------- Department 29

A-18-772220-C

Case Number: A-18-772220-C

Electronically Filed
4/3/2018 3:07 PM
Steven D. Grierson
CLERK OF THE COURT
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therefore sues said Defendant by such fictitious names.  Plaintiff is informed and believes and

thereon alleges that each of the Defendants designated herein as DOE is responsible in some

manner for the events and happenings referred to and caused damages proximately to Plaintiff as

herein alleged, and that Plaintiff will ask leave of this Court to amend this Complaint to insert the

true names and capacities of DOES I through V, when the names have been ascertained, and to join

such Defendants in this action.

4. Upon information and belief, Defendant, Gary Lewis, was the owner and operator of

a certain 1996 Chevy Pickup (hereafter referred as “Defendant vehicle”) at all times relevant to this

action.

5. On the 8th day of July, 2007, Defendant, Gary Lewis, was operating the Defendant’s

vehicle on private property located in Lincoln County, Nevada; that Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder,

was playing on the private property; that Defendant, did carelessly and negligently operate

Defendant’s vehicle so to strike the Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, and that as a direct and proximate

result of the aforesaid negligence of Defendant, Gary Lewis, and each of the Defendants, Plaintiff,

Cheyenne Nalder, sustained the grievous and serious personal injuries and damages as hereinafter

more particularly alleged.

6. At the time of the accident herein complained of, and immediately prior thereto,

Defendant, Gary Lewis, in breaching a duty owed to Plaintiffs, was negligent and careless, inter

alia, in the following particulars:

   A.  In failing to keep Defendant’s vehicle under proper control;

B.  In operating Defendant’s vehicle without due care for the rights of the Plaintiff;

   C.  In failing to keep a proper lookout for plaintiffs

   D.  The Defendant violated certain Nevada Revised Statutes and Clark County Ordinances,

and the Plaintiff will pray leave of Court to insert the exact statutes or ordinances at the time of

trial.

7. By reason of the premises, and as a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid

negligence and carelessness of Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, sustained

a broken leg and was otherwise injured in and about her neck, back, legs, arms, organs, and
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systems, and was otherwise injured and caused to suffer great pain of body and mind, and all or

some of the same is chronic and may be permanent and disabling, all to her damage in an amount in

excess of $10,000.00

8. By reason of the premises, and as a direct and proximate result of the aforesaid

negligence and carelessness of the Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, has

been caused to expend monies for medical and miscellaneous expenses as of this time in excess of

$41,851.89, and will in the future be caused to expend additional monies for medical expenses and

miscellaneous expenses incidental thereto, in a sum not yet presently ascertainable, and leave of

Court will be requested to include said additional damages when the same have been fully

determined.

9. Prior to the injuries complained of herein, Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, was an able-

bodied female, capable of being gainfully employed and capable of engaging in all other activities

for which Plaintiff was otherwise suited.  By reason of the premises, and as a direct and proximate

result of the negligence of the said Defendants, and each of them, Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, was

caused to be disabled and limited and restricted in her occupations and activities, and/or suffered a

diminution of Plaintiff’s earning capacity and future loss of wages, all to her damage in a sum not

yet presently ascertainable, the allegations of which Plaintiff prays leave of Court to insert here

when the same shall be fully determined.

10.   That James Nalder as guardian ad litem for Plaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, obtained

judgment against Gary Lewis.

11.  That the judgment is to bear interest at the legal rate from October 9, 2007 until paid in

full.  

12.  That during Cheyenne Nalder’s minority which ended on April 4, 2016 all statutes of

limitations were tolled.

13.  That during Gary Lewis’ absence from the state of Nevada all statutes of limitations

have been tolled and remain tolled.   

14.  That the only payment made on the judgment was $15,000.00 paid by Lewis’s insurer

on  February 5, 2015.  This payment extends any statute of limitation.
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15.   After reaching the age of majority an amended judgment was entered in Cheyenne

Nalder’s name.   

16.  Plaintiff, in the alternative, now brings this action on the judgment to obtain a judgment

against Gary Lewis including the full damages assessed in the original judgment plus interest and

minus the one payment made.  

17.  In the alternative Plaintiff requests declaratory relief regarding when the statutes of

limitations on the judgments expire.  

18. Plaintiff has been required to retain the law firm of STEPHENS & BYWATER to

prosecute this action, and is entitled to a reasonable attorney’s fee.

CLAIM FOR RELIEF;

   1. General damages in an amount in excess of $10,000.00;

   2.  Special damages for medical and miscellaneous expenses in excess of $41,851.89, plus

future medical expenses and the miscellaneous expenses incidental thereto in a presently

unascertainable amount;

   3.  Special damages for loss of wages in an amount not yet ascertained an/or diminution of

Plaintiff’s earning capacity, plus possible future loss of earning and/or diminution of Plaintiff’s

earning capacity in a presently unascertainable amount;

4.  Judgment in the amount of $3,500,000 plus interest through April 3, 2018 of

$2,112,669.52 minus $15,000.00 paid for a total judgment of $5,597,669.52.

5.  A declaration that the statute of limitations on the judgment is still tolled as a result of

the Defendant’s continued absence from the state.  

   4.  Costs of this suit;

   5.  Attorney’s fees; and

/ / / 

/ / /

/ / /
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  6.  For such other and further relief as to the Court may seem just and proper in the

premises.

  DATED this 3rd day of April, 2018.

STEPHENS GOURLEY & BYWATER

   /s David A. Stephens                                      
David A. Stephens, Esq.
Nevada Bar No. 00902
3636 North Rancho Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada  89130
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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SHORT TITLE: Nalder v. Lewis CASE NUII/BER:

KS021378

6 Judgment creditor also applies for issuance of a writ of execution or enforcement by other means before serv¡ce of notice

of entry of judgment as follows:

a. E Under CCP 1710.45(b).

A court order is requested under CCP 1710.45(c). Facts showing that great or irreparable injury will result to
judgment creditor if issuance of the writ or enforcement by other means is delayed are set forth as follows:

f__l continued in attachment 6b.

7. An action in this state on the sister-state judgment is not barred by the statute of limitations.

B. I am informed and believe that no stay of enforcement of the sister-state judgment is now in effect in the sister state

9, No action is pending and no judgment has previously been entered in any proceeding in California based upon the sister-state
judgment.

b.

I declare u

matters which
Date. 

*? y'
tt/!

nder penalty of perjury
are stated lgþe upon

t7 f rH
under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct except as to those
information and belief, and as to those matters I believe them to be true,

CREDITOR OR ATTORNEY)
Jp_qhg4 M, Dçi!¿
(TYPE OR PR]NT NAME)

EJ-105rRev Jury 1,leB3l APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT ON SISTER-STATE JUDGMENT Page lwo
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CHRISTENSN LAW

Molly C. Dwyer, Clerk of the Court January 29, 2019
Office of the Clerk
US. Court ofAppeals for the Ninth Circuit
95 Seventh Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
Electronically Filed and Served

Re: Lames Na_lder et al v. United Automobile Insurance Co., Case No. 13-1 7441
Appellants’ Citation of Supplemental Authority Pursuant to Rule 28(j)

Pursuant to Fed.R.App.P.28(j), Appellants provide an additional citation of supplemental authority
relevant to the issues presented for consideration by the coru‘t. This matter is currently submitted to
the Nevada Supreme Court on two certified questions. The first and main certified question is
directly and completely resolved. The second question is rendered moot because the default
judgment is identified as just one of the possible consequential damages an insurer will be liable for
as a result of the breach of the duty to defend. In addition, recently entered judgments against
Lewis are attached which demonstrate the inapplicability of the second certified question.

Century Surely Company 1). Andrew, 134 Nev. Advance Opinion 100, filed on December 13, 2008
and the judgments entered in Nevada and California support Appellants’ arguments set forth in
Appellants’ Opening Brief pp. 9—13 and in Appellants’ Reply Brief pp. 2-4. Appellants’ Response
To Appellee’s Motion To Dismiss For Lack Of Standing pp. 6—8.

In Andrew, the Nevada Supreme Court settled the law in Nevada on this issue by stating “...an
insurer’s liability where it breaches its contractual duty to defend is for any consequential
damages caused by its breach.” All three judgments are recent judgments against Gary Lewis for
the injuries to Ms. Nalder.

Attached are Exhibits: 1. Century Surely Company v. Andrew, 134 Nev. Advance Opinion 100,
filed on December 13, 20 8. 2. The Nevada Amended Judgment filed March 28, 2018. 3. The
Nevada judgment in case No. 18-A—772220 filed January 22, 2019 in 07A549111(consolidated with
18-A—772220. 4. The California sister state judgment filed July 24, 2018.

Respectfully Submitted,

Thomas Christensen
Attorney for Appellants

1000 S. VALLEY VIEW BLVD. LAS VEGAS, NV 89107 | wwwinjuryhelpnowcom [ P: 702.870.1000 | F: 702.870.6152

  Case: 13-17441, 01/29/2019, ID: 11171327, DktEntry: 52, Page 1 of 34
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Exhibit 1
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134 Nev., Advance Opinion [00
IN THE SUPREME COURT or THE STATE or NEVADA

CENTURY SURETY COMPANY, No. 73756
Appellant, ;
vs. ‘“ if?
DANA ANDREW, As LEGAL Fi it “i. Q
GUARDIAN ON BEHALF OF RYAN T. 3- . ,.
PRETNER; AND RYAN T. PRETNER, - DEC ‘1 r3018
Reapondents, emwere moms.CLE ' P r“...' .

m““uh .u
1 H nCH'Er Dc- 5%: . .«~ -
| u—o‘ 1.;

Certified question pursuant to NRAP 5 concerning insurer’s

liability for breach of itsduty to defend. United States District Court for

the District of Nevada; Andrew P. Gordon, Judge.

Question answered.

Gass Weber Mullins, LLC, and James Ric Gass and Michael S. Yellin,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Christian, Kravitz, Dichter, Johnson & Sluga and
Martin J. Kravitz, Las Vegas; Cozen O’Connor and MariaL. Cousineau, Los
Angeles, California,
for Appellant.

Eglet Prince and Dennis M. Prince, Las Vegas,
for Respondents.

Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie LLP and J. Christopher Jorgensen and“
Daniel F. Polsenberg, Las Vegas,
for Amicus Curiae Federation of Defense & Corporate Counsel.

Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie LLP and Joel D. Henriod and Daniel F.
Polsenberg, Las Vegas; Crowell & Moring LLP and Laura Anne Foggan,
Washington, DC,
for Amici Curiae Complex. Insurance Claims Litigation Association,
Ainerican Insurance Association, and Property Casualty Insurers
Association of America.

{5:3 3“: llllll ' I ”"5351! ' I
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Matthew L. Sharp, Ltd., and Matthew L. Sharp, Reno,
for Amicus Curiae Nevada Justice Ass ociation.

BEFORE THE COURT EN BANC.1

OPINION

By the Court, DOUGLAS, C.J.:

An insurance policy generally contains an insurer’s contractual

duty to defend its insured in any lawsuits that involve claims covered under

the umbrella of the insurance policy. In response to a certified question

submitted by the United States District Court for the District of Nevada,

we consider “[wlhether, under Nevada law, the liability of an insurer that

has breached its duty to defend, but has not acted in bad faith, is capped at

the policy limit plus any costs incurred by the insured in mounting a

defense, or [Whether] the insurer [is] liable for all losses consequential to

the insurer’s breach.” We conclude that an insurer’s liability Where it

breaches its contractual duty to defend is not capped at the policy limits

plus the insured’s defense costs, and instead, an insurer may be liable for

any consequential damages causedby its breach. We further conclude‘that

good-faith determinations are irrelevant for determining damages upon a

breach of this duty.

1The Honorable Ron D. Parraguirre, Justice, is disqualified from
participation in thedecision of this matteri

mmt..g_w ' a .- . “ts 'l" guild-Ha WhldflJul‘n' '4' [CII‘ : 5.1 Ark ‘15-. .".H.v‘ i {Winn-q fl“ '“m . . "I‘d". P] t 33: '“I’ll‘
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FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

ReSpondents Ryan T. Pretner and Dana Andrew (as legal

guardian of Pretner) initiated a personal injury action in state court after a-

truck owned and driven by Michael Vasquez struck Pretner, causing.

significant brain injuries. Vasquez used the truck for personal use,“ as well

as for his mobile auto detailing business, Blue Streak Auto Detailing, LLC

(Blue Streak). At the time of the accident, Vasquez was covered under a

personal auto liability insurance policy issued by Progressive Casualty

Insurance Company (Progressive), and Blue Streak was insured under a

commercial liabilitypolicy issued by appellant Century Surety Company.

The Progressive policy had a $100,000 policy limit, whereas appellant’s

policyhad a policy limit of $1 million.

Upon receiving the accident report, appellant conducted an

investigation and concluded that Vasquez was not driving in the course and

scope of his employment with Blue Streak at the time of the accident, and

that the accident was not covered under its insurance policy. Appellant

rejected respondents’ demand to settle the claim within the policy limit.

Subsequently, respondents sued Vasquez and Blue Streak in state district

court, alleging that Vasquez was driving in the course and scope of his

employment with Blue Streak at the time of. the accident. Respondents

notified appellant of the suit, but appellant refused to defend Blue Streak.

Vasquez and Blue Streak defaulted in the state court action and the notice

of the default was forwarded to appellant. Appellant maintained that the

claim was not covered under its insurance policy.

Respondents, Vasquez, and Blue Streak entered into a

settlement agreement whereby respondents agreed not to execute on any

judgment against Vasquez and Blue Streak, and Blue Streak assigned its

SUPREME COURT
OF

NEVADA

0; 1647A @‘g’r‘
. 5* . :- 1'
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rights against appellant to respondents. In addition, Progressive agreed to

tender Vasquez’s $100,000 policy limit. Respondents then filed an

unchallenged application for entry of default judgment in state district

court.“ Following a hearing, the-district court entered a default judgment

against Vasquez and Blue Streak for $18,050,183. The default judgment’s

factual findings, deemed admitted by default, stated that “Vasquez

negligently injured Pretner, that Vasquez was working in the course and

scape of his employment with Blue Streak at the time, and that

consequently Blue Streak was also liable.” As an assignee of Blue Streak,

reSpondents filed suit in state district court against appellant for breach of

contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and

unfair claims practices, and appellant removed the case. to the federal

district court.

The federal court found that appellant did not act in bad faith,

but it did breach its duty to defend Blue Streak. Initially, the federal court

concluded that appellant’s liability for a breach of the duty to defend was

capped at the policy limit plus any cost incurred by Blue Streak in mounting

a defense because appellant did not act in bad faith. The federal court

stated that it was undisputed that Blue Streak did not incur any defense

cost because it defaulted in the underlying negligence suit. However, after

respondents filed a motion for reconsideration, the federal court concluded

that Blue Streak was entitled to recover consequential damages that

exceeded the policy limit for appellant’s breach of the duty to defend, and

that the default judgment was a reasonably foreseeable result of the breach

of the' duty to defend. Additionally, the federal court concluded that bad

faith was not required to impose liability on the insurer in excess of the

policy limit. Nevertheless, the federal court entered an order staying the

SUPREME COURT
OF
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proceedings until resolution of the aforementioned certified question by this

court.

DISCUSSION

Appellant argues that the liability of an insurer that breaches

its contractual duty to defend, but has not acted in bad faith, is generally

capped at the policy limits and any cost incurred in mounting a defense.2

Conversely, respondents argue that an insurer that breaches its duty to

defend should be liable for all consequential damages, which may include a

judgment against the insured that is in excess of the policy limits.3
I

In Nevada, insurance policies are treated like other contracts,

and thus, legal principles applicable to contracts generally are applicable to

insurance policies. See Century Sur. Co. 1). Casino W., Inc, 130 Nev. 395,

398, 329 P.3d 614,616 (2014); United New? Ins. Co. U. Frontier Ins. 00., Inc,

120 Nev. 678, 684, 99 P.3d 1153, 1156-57 (2004); Farmers Ins. Exch. 1). Neal,

119 Nev. 62, 64, 64 P.3d 472, 473 (2003). The general rule in a breach of

contract case is that the injured party may be awarded expectancy damages,

which are determinedby the method set forth in the Restatement (Second)

of Contracts § 347 (Am. Law Inst. 1981). Rd. & Highway Builders, LLC v.

N. Nev. Rebar, Inn, 128 Nev. 384, 392, 284 P.3d 377, 382 (2012). The

2The Federation of Defense & Corporate Counsel, Complex Insurance
Claims Litigation AsSociation, American Insurance Association, and
Property Casualty Insurers Association of America were allowed to file
amicus briefs in support of appellant.

3The Nevada Justice Association was allowed to file an amicus brief
in support of respondents.
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Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 347 provides, in pertinent part, as

follows:

[T]he injured party has a right to damages based on
his expectation interest as measured by

(a) the loss in the value to. him of the other
party’s performance caused by its failure or
deficiency, plus

(b) any other loss, including incidental or
consequential loss, caused by the breach, less

(c) any cost or other loss that he has avoided
by not having to perform.

(Emphasis added.)

An insurance policy creates two contractual duties between the

insurer and the insured: the duty to indemnify and the duty to defend.

Allstate Ins. Co. v. Miller, 125 Nev. 800, 309, 212 P.3d 318, 824 (2009). “The

duty to indemnify arises when an insured becomes legally obligated to pay

damages in the underlying action that gives rise to a claim under the

policy.” United Nat’l, 120 Nev. at 686, 99 P.8d at 1157 (internal quotation

marks omitted). On the other hand, “ [a] n insurer . . . bears a duty to defend

its insured whenever it ascertains facts Which give rise to the potential of

liability under the policy” Id. at 687, 99 P.8d at 1158 (alteration in original)

(internal quotation marks omitted).

Courts have uniformly held the duty to defend to be “separate

from,” 1 Barry R. Ostrager & Thomas R. Newman, Handbook on Insurance

Coverage Disputes §5.02[a], at 327 (17th ed. 2015) (internal quotation marks

omitted), and “broader than the duty to indemnify,” Pension Tr. Fund for

Operating Eng’rs v. Fed. Ins. 00., 307 F.8d 944, 949 (9th Cir. 2002). The

duty to indemnify provides those insured financial protection against

judgments, while the duty to defend. protects those insured from the action
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itself. “The duty to defend is a valuable service paid for by- the insured and

one of the principal benefits . of the liability insurance policy.” W00 0.

Fireman’s Fund Ins. 00., 164 P.3d 454, 459-60 (Wash. 2007). The insured

pays a premium for the expectation that the insurer will abide by its duty

to defend when such a duty arises. In Nevada, that duty arises “if facts [in

a lawsuit] are alleged which if proved would give rise to the duty to

indemnify,” which then “the insurer mast defend.” Rockwood Ins. Co. v.

Federated Capital Corp, 694 F. Supp. 772, 776 (D. Nev. 1988) (emphasis

added); see also United Nat’l, 120 Nev. at 687 , 99 P.8d at 1158

(“Determining whether an insurer owes. a duty to defend is achieved by

comparing the allegations of the complaint with the terms of the policy.”).4

4Appellant correctly notes that we have previously held that this duty
is not absolute; In the case appellant cites, United National, we held that
“ [t] here is no dutyto defend [w]here there is no potential for coverage.” 120
Nev. at 686, 99 P.3d at 1158 (second alteration in original) (internal
quotation marks omitted). We take this opportunity to clarify that where
there is potential for coverage based on “comparing the allegations of the
complaint with the terms of the policy,” an insurer does have a duty to
defend. Id.’at 687, 99 P.3d at 1158. In this instance, as a general rule, facts
outside of the complaint cannot justify an insurer’s refusal to defend its
insured. Restatement of Liability Insurance § 13 cmt. c (Am. Law Inst,
Proposed Final Draft No. 2, 2018) (“The general rule is that insurers may
not use facts outside the complaint as the basis for refusing to defend. . . 3’).
Nonetheless, the insurer can always agree to defend the insured with the
limiting condition that it does not waive any right to later deny coverage
based on the terms of the insurance policy under a reservation of rights. See
Woo, .164 P.3d at 460 (“Although the insurer must bear the. expense of
defending the insured, by doing- so under a reservation of rights . . . the
insurer avoids breaching its duty to defend and incurring the potentially

' greater expense of defending itself from a claim of breach”). Accordingly,
facts outside the complaint may be used in an action brought by the insurer
seeking to terminate its duty to defend its insured in an action whereby the
insurer is defending under areservation ofrights. Restatement ofLiability
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In a case where the duty to defend does in fact arise, and the

insurer breaches that duty, the insurer is at least liable for the insured’s

reasonable costs in mounting a defense in the underlying action. See

Reybnrn Lawn-(fa: Landscape Designers, Inc. v. Plaster Dev. 00., Inc, 127

Nev. 831, 345, 255 P.8d 268, 278 (2011) (providing that abreach ofthe duty

to defend “may give rise to damages in the form of reimbursement of the

defense costs the indemnitee was thereby forced to incur in defending

against claims encompassed by the indemnity provision” (internal

quotation marks omitted)). Several other states have considered an

insurer’s liability for a breach ofits duty to defend, and while no court would

disagree that the insurer is liable for the insured’s defense cost, courts have

taken two different views when considering whether the insurer may be

liable for an entire judgment that exceeds the policy limits in the underlying

action.

The majority view is that “[w]here there is no opportunity to

compromise the claim and the only wrongful act of the insurer is the refusal

to defend, the liability of the insurer is ordinarily limited to the amount of

the policy plus attorneys’ fees and costs.” Comnnale v. Traders & Gen. Ins.

00., 828 P.2d 198, 201 (Cal. 1958); see also Emp’rs Nat’l Ins. Corp. v. Zurich

Am. Ins. Co. of 132., '792 F.2d 517, 520 (5th Cir. 1986) (providing that

imposing excess liability upon the insurer arose as a result of the insurer’s

Insurance § 18 cmt. c (Am. Law Inst, Proposed Final Draft No. 2, 2018)
(“Only in a declaratory-judgment action filed while the insurer is defending,
or in a coverage action that takes place after the insurer fulfilled the duty
to defend, may the insurer use facts outside the complaint as the basis for
avoiding coverage”).
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refusal to entertain a settlement offer within the policy limit and not solely

because the insurer refused to defend); George R. Winchell, Inc. v. Norris,

633 P.2d 1174, 1177 (Kan. Ct. App. 1981) (“Absent a settlement offer, the

plain refusal to defend has no causal connection with the amount of the

judgment in excess of the policy limits”). In Winchell, the court explained

the theory behind the majority view, reasoning that when an insurer

refuses a settlement offer, unlike a refusal to defend, “the insurer is causing

a discernible injury to the insured” and “the injury to the insured is

traceable to the insurer’s breach.” 633 P.2d at 1777. “A refusal to defend,

in itself, can be compensated for by paying the costs incurred in the

insured’s defense.” Id. In sum, “[a]n [insurer] is liable to the limits of its

policy plus attorney fees, expenses and other damages where it refuses to

defend an insured who is infact covered,” and “[t] his is true even though

the [insurer] acts in good faith and has reasonable groundls] to believe there

is no coverage under the policy.” Allen 0. Bryers, 512 S.W.3d 17, 38—39 (Mo.

2016) (first and fifth alteration in original) (internal quotation marks

omitted), cert. denied by Atain Specialty Ins. Co. v. Allen, US. ____, 138

S. Ct. 212 (2017).

The minority view is that damages for a breach of the duty to

defend are not automatically limited to the amount of the policy; instead,

the damages awarded depend on the facts of each case. See Burgmff v.

Menard, Inc, 875 N.W.2d-596, 608 (Wis. 2016). The objective is to have the

insurer "‘pay damages necessary to put the insured in the same position he

would have been in had the insurance company fulfilled the insurance

contract.” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). Thus, “[a] party

aggrieved by an insurer’s breach of its duty to defend is entitled to recover

all damages naturally flowing from the breach.” Id. (internal quotation

1: '5 3'13"“ “5131“”; .1’ _ “I“ ._._..|: 4| find I“... 1am". - . .— . .
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marks omitted). Damages that may naturally flow from an insurer’s breach

include:

(1) the amount of the judgment or settlement
against the insured plus interest [even in excess of
the policy limits]; (2) costs and attorney fees
incurred by the insured in defending the suit; and
(3) any additional costs that2the insured can show
naturally resulted from the breach.

Newhouse 0. Citizens Sec. Mut. Ins. 00., 501 NW2d 1, 6 (Wis. 1993).

For instance, in Delatorre U. Safeway Insumnce Co. , the insurer

breached its duty to defend by failing to ensure that retained counsel

continued defending the insured after answering the complaint, which

ultimately led to a default judgmentagainst the insured exceeding the

policy limits. 989 N.E.2d 268, 274(111. App. Ct. 2018). The court found that

the entry of default judgment directly flowed from the insurer’s breach, and

thus, the insurer was liable for'the portion that exceeded the policy limit.

Id. at 276. The court reasoned that a default judgment “could have been

averted altogether had [the insurerlseen to it that its insured was actually

defended as contractually required.” Id.

On the other hand, in Hamlin Inc. v. Hartford Accident &

Indemnity 00;, the court considered whether the insured had as good of a

defense as it would have had had the insurer provided counsel. 86 F.3d 93,

95 (7th Cir..1996). The court observed that although the “insurer did not

pay the- entire bill for [the insured’s] defense,” the insured is not “some

hapless individual who could not afford a good defense unless his insurer or

insurers picked up the full tab.” Id. Moreover, the court noted that the

insured could not have expected to do better with the firm it hired, which

“was in fact its own choice, and not a coerced choice, that is, not a choice to

21:35:33: 3'" =+“"_.1-'., 1: 5 ;—-.-I--=- .- \--«-.‘-- .--. -; .2" -.-—. «ea; ---.-‘ 4w:- r—r ,n-hb, :-.:' a; 3- . -- . car-av; _ 3:}. mid-'- a“: ll
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which it turned only because the obstinacy of the [insurers] made it unable

to ‘afford’ an even better firm (if there is one).” Id. Therefore, because the

entire'judgment was not consequential to the inaurer’s breach of its duty to

defend, the insured was not entitled to the entire amount of the judgment

awarded against it in the underlying lawsuit. . Id.

We conclude that the minority view is the better approach.

Unlike the minority view, the majority view places an artificial limit to the

insurer’s liability within the'policy limits for a breach of its duty to defend.

That limit is based onthe insurer’s duty to indemnify but “ [a] duty to defend

limited to and coextensive with the duty to indemnify would be essentially

meaningless;.insureds pay a premium for what is partly litigation insurance

designed to protect . . . the insured from the expense of defending suits

brought against him.” Capitol Envtl. Serva, Icc. 0. N. River Ins. Ca, 536 F.

Supp. 2d 633, 640 (ED. Va. 2008) (internal quotation marks omitted). Even

the Comunale court recognized that “[t]here is an important difference

between the liability of an insurer who performs its obligations and that of

an insurer who breaches its contract.” 328- P.2d at 201. Indeed, the

insurance policy limits “only the amount the insurer may have to pay in the

performance of the contract as compensation to athird person for personal

injuries caused by the insured; they do not restrict the damages recoverable

by the insured for a breach of contract by the insurer.” Id.

The obligation of the insurer to defend its insured is purely

contractual and a refusal to defend is considered a breach of contract.

Consistent with general contract principles, the minority view provides that

the insured may be entitled to consequential damages resulting from the

insurer’s breach of its contractual duty to defend. See Restatement
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of Liability Insurance § 48 (Am. Law Inst, Proposed Final Draft No. 2,

2018). Consequential damages “should be such as may fairly and

reasonably be considered as arising naturally, or were reasonably

contemplated by both parties at the time they made the contract.”

Homwood v. Smith’s Food King No. 1, 105 Nev. 188, 190, 772 P.2d 1284,

1286 (1989) (internal quotation marks omitted). The determination of the

insurer’s liability depends on the unique facts of each case and is one that

is left to the jury’s determination. See Khan 0. Landmark Am. Ins. 00., 757

S.E.2d 151, 155 (Ga. Ct. App. 2014) (“[W]hether the full amount of the

judgment was recoverable was a jury question that depended upon what

damages were found to flow from the breach of the contractual duty to

defend”).5

The right to recover consequential damages sustained as a

result of an insurer’s breach of the duty to defend doesnot require proof of

bad faith. As the Supreme Court of Michigan explained:

The duty to defend . . . arises solely from the
language of the insurance contract. A breach of
that duty can be determined objectively, without
reference to the good or bad faith of the insurer. If
the insurer had an obligation to defend and failed
to fulfill that obligation, then, like any other party
who fails to perform its contractual obligations, it
becomes liable for all foreseeable damages flowing
from the breach.

Stockdozle v. Jamison, 380 N.W.2d-389, 392 (Mich. 1982). In other words,

an insurer’s breach of its duty to defend can be determined objectively by

5Consequently, we reject appellant’s argument that, as a matter of
law, damages in excessof the policy limits can never be recovered as a
consequence to an insurer’s breach‘of its duty to defend.

12
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comparing the facts alleged in the complaint with the insurance policy.

Thus, even in the absence of bad faith, the insurer may be liable for a

judgment that exceeds the policy limits if the judgment is consequential to

the insurer’s breach. An insurer that refuses to tender a defense for “its

insured takes the risk not only that it may eventually be-forced to pay the

insured’s legal expenses but also that it may end up having to pay for a loss

that it did not insure against.” Hamlin, 86 F.3d at 94.- Accordingly, the

insurer refuses todefend at its own peril. However, we are not saying that

an entirejudgment is automatically a consequence of an insurer’s breach of

its duty to defend; rather, the insured is. tasked with showing that the

breach caused the excess judgment and “is obligated to take all reasonable

means to protect himself and mitigate his damages.” Thomas I). W. World

Ins. 00., 343 So. 2d 1298, 1308 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1977); see also Conner v.

s. Nev. Paving, Inc., 103 Nev. 353, 355, 741 P.2d 300, 301 (1937) (“As a
general rule, a party cannot recover damages for loss that he could have

avoided by reasonable efforts”).

13
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CONCLUSION

In answering the certified question, we conclude that an

insured may recover any damages consequential to the insurer’s breach of

its-duty to defend. As a result, an insurer’s liability for the breach of the

duty to defend is not capped at the policy limits; even in the absence of bad

faith.

‘Dfim lung Y. C.J.
Douglas l

We concur:

, J.

J.
Gibbons

Pickering I

/A—LWM‘ . . J .
Hardesty

MM , J.
Stiglich
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Steven D. Grierson
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DAVID A. STEPHENS, ESQ. W£2”,
Nevada Bar No. 00902
STEPHENS GOURLEY & BYWATER
3636 North Rancho Dr
Las Vegas, Nevada 89130
Attorneys for Plaintiff
T: (702) 656—2355
F: (702) 656-2776
E: dstephens@sbglawfirm.com
Attorneyfor Cheyenne Nalder

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

' O‘TA 5'4 C} l H
CHEYENNE NALDER, CASE NO: new-14+

. DEPT. NO: XXIX
Plaintiff,

‘

VS.

GARY LEWIS,

Defendant.

ANIENDED JUDGIVIENT

In this action the Defendant, Gary Lewis, having been regularly served with the Summons

and having failed to appear and answer the Plaintiff’s complaint filed herein, the legal time for

answering having expired, and no answer or demurrer having been filed, the Default of said

Defendant, GARY LEWIS, in the premises, having been duly entered according to law; upon

application of said Plaintiff, Judgment is hereby entered against said Defendant as follows:
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IT IS ORDERED THAT PLAINTIFF HAVE JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT1n the % C"
is 5 ,ABA,“W (.3

sum of $3,500,000.00, which consists of $65,55537111 medical expenses, andW

in pain, suffering, and disfigurement, with interest thereon at the legal rate from October 9,

2007, until paid in full.

DATED this 42 {:2 day ofMarch, 2018.

trict Judge

Submitted by:
STEPHENS GOURLEY & BYWATER

TAM Aw
DAVID A. STEPHENS, ESQ.
Nevada Bar No. 00902
STEPHENS GOURLEY & BYWATER
3636 North Rancho Dr
Las Vegas, Nevada 89130

_ Attorneys for Plaintiff

.. CERTIFIEDCOW
‘,'IDOCUME:NFATTACNED IS A" TRUE AND L.OREEGTCOPY

'1 OF THE OAIEINAL 0N
PILE

CLERK0P THE...mum

J A . $2‘3 2079
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JUDG
E. BREEN ARNTZ, ESQ.
Nevada Bar No. 3853
5545 Mountain Vista Ste. E
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120
T: (702) 3848000
F: (702) 446—8164
breen@breen.con1

DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

JAB/LES NALDER,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO: 07A549111
vs. DEPT. NO: XX
GARY LEWIS and DOES I through V, , Consolidated with' inclusive CASE NO: ISA—772220

Defendants,

UNITED AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

Intewenor.

GARY LEWIS,
Third Party Plaintiff,

:‘VSJ
UNITED AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY, RANDALL TINDALL,
ESQ, and RESNICK & LOUIS, PC.
And DOES I through V,

Third Party Defendants.

JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO NRCP 68 IN CASE NO 18—A—772220

It appearing from the Notice of Acceptance of Offer of Judgment in the above-entitled

matter that Cheyenne Nalder has accepted the Offer of Judgment served by Gaiy Lewis pursuant

to NRCP 68, therefore, Judgment shall be entered as follows:

Case Number: 07A549111

Electronically Filed
1/22/2019 1:10 PM
Steven D. Grierson

CLERE

OF THE

COUEE
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Judgment is hereby entered in favor ofPlaintiff, Cheyenne Nalder, and against Defendant,

Gary Lewis, in the sum of five million six hundred ninety—six thousand eight hundred ten dollars

and forty~one cents, ($5,696,810.41), plus interest at the legal rate from September 4, 2018. All

court costs and attorney’s fees are included in this Judgment.

Dated this_day of January, 2019.
STEVEN D. GRIERSON

CLERK OF THE COURT

DenuwCleik
A

_ _
07A5491’T’I - 1/23/2019

Michelle NioCarthy
Submitted

E. BREENARNT‘ZTE”T/
Nevada Ba1 N0. 3853
5545 Mountain Vista Ste. E
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120
T: (702) 384~8000
b1‘ee11@breen.com

.. . (JEETTEIEDCOPY
DOCUMNTATTACHED IS A
TRUE ANDC:QEF’ED‘TCOPY
DE

THE
OHTLJINAL ON FILE

_ WE£%TEET¢W
’

CLEEW0E TH DQLJETT

TAN33 2m
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SUPERIOR counr OF CALiFORNiA. counrv on Los ANGELES D .
-

‘ . Sugerlor
Court oi Cal tomra

OCOURTHOUSE ADDRESS‘ unty of Los Ang lee

Pomona Courthouse, 400 Civic Center Plaza, Pomona CA 91766
Wmerrrtoneee ‘ . , . " fl ' JUL 2 4 2018

James Nalder, mdmciually and as Guardian ad Litem for Cheyenne Nalde .

Begifiltlenfgfiinonoem;
Sherri R. Carter.

'
O icerIClerk

' ' t 3 ' cw. *Depuly
- .Morano

JUDGMENT BASED ON SISTER-STATE JUDGMENT K8021378'
_ (Code Clv. Prom, § 1710.25)

An application has been filed for entry ofjudgment based upon judgment entered in the State of? ‘ BY FAX

Nevada
H‘._.

.—

Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1710.25, judgment is hereby entered in favor of plainlii‘fljudgment
ore ditor
James Naider, individually and as Guardian ad Litem For CheyenneNalder

and against defendant/judginfiiet'tt debtor
Gary Lewis

For the amount shown in the application remaining unpaid under said Judgment in the sum of

$ $485,000 ,, . together with interest on said Judgment in the sum of $ 2’174r998-52 ‘. Los Angeles

Superior Court filing fees in the sum of 3 435* _‘ costs in the sum of $ i . . and

interest on said tudgment accruing from the time of entry of Judgment at the rate provided bylaw.

SHERRI R. CA TER, Executive OfficerICIerk

Dated: H” 24 2018 By:

”-1—

Dep
n v

CERTIFICATE 5F MAILifiGfi
I, the below named Executive Officer/Clerk of the above-entitled court, do hereby certify the“ am not a party to the
cause herein. and that on this date I served the Judgment Based on Sister-State Judgment (Code Clv. flog“
§ 1710.25) upon each party or counsel named below by depositing in the United States mail at the worth won in ...
, . Caliiornla, one copy of the original filed herein in a separate sealed envelope for each address as
shown below with the postage thereon fully prepaid.

SHERRi R. CARTER: Executive OflicerfClerk

Dated. _ __, 1 _ ‘ By:
Deputy Clerk

LACIV 209(Rev. 09113) J UDGMENT BASED ON SISTER~STATE JUDGMENT
LASC Approved (Code CIV. From, § 1710.25) Code 019. Prue, § 1710.25
For Optional Use

14:29:38 2018-07-17
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Man-minus? on PARI“? WITHOU? n rioaNiw (Net “1 Address): TELEPHONE no; Foe boom use ONLY
*_‘ Mark J. Lindot'men (State Ba. .10. 144685) mlindet‘ma 415-956-282:

Joshua M. Deity, (State Bar No. 267454) jdeitz@rjo.co 4 | 541156-2828
31 l California Street San Francisco, California 94104

interview FORmomel. Cheyenne Nalder, James Naldor __ Q_ - FILED
we or coum: Superior Court of California: County ofLB BEEEVEU Sugerlor

Court of California
Sinister ADDRESS. 400 Civic Center Plaza

3 0 8
‘ ounty 07 L03 Angelee

mono nooness; 1 2 1
ClTYANDlCODE. Pomona 91766 JUL (6.. JUL 24 2018

M. T BRANCHNAME. Pomona Courthouse ' 1-:q hiQTRli't" _
'

_ ,
PLAINTIFF: James Naldoi‘, individually and as Gtiardianfiéfd‘liite'i'ii‘fdr‘ " V _ Shem R‘ Cartwiimencm

Cheyenne Nalder 35’ To? Deputy
DEFENDANT“ Gary Lewis “0’3""

‘
‘ e-r CASE NUMGER'

*4

NOTICE or: ENTRY or JUDGMENT 0N SISTER-STATE JUDGMENT K8021378

1. TO JUDGMENT DEBTOR (name): Gary Lewis
H

BY FAX733 8. Minnesota Ave, Glendora, CA 91740
'21 YOU ARE NOTIFIED

3. Upon appiieation of the judgment creditor, a judgment. against you has been entered in this‘court as follows:
(1) Judgment creditor (name): James Nalder, indwidually and as Guardian ad Litem tor Cheyenne Naldoi'

{2) Amount of Judgment entered in this court: $l5,660,433.52
A -

. J

b. This judgment was entered based upon a sister-state judgment previously entered against you as foltows:

(1) Sister state (name): Nevada

{2) Sister-«state court (name endi‘ocati‘on): Ei
511th

Judicial District Court, Clark County, Nevada
200 Lewis Ave, Las Vegas, NV. 8 155

{3) Judgment entered In sister state on (date): June 2, 2008

(4) Title of case and case number (special): Nalder v. Lewis, Case No. A5491 1 l

3. A sister-state judgment has been entered against you in a California court. Unless you file a motion to vacate
the judgment in this court within 30 DAYS after service of this notice, this judgment will be final.

This court may order that a writ of execution or other enforcement may issue. Your wages, money. and property
could be taken without further warning from the court.

if enforcement procedures have already been issued, the property levied on it not be distributed until 30 days
after you are served with this notice.

vwv- --n -v‘- 7—

Date: JUL2 4 21111 snennincitn'tenicverw,
(

eNORENOoe
4. l2] NOTICE TO THE PERSON SERVED: You are ed

a. [Z] as an individualjudgment debtor.
b. [j underline fictitious name or (specify):

c. [:3 on behalf of (specify):

Under: ..
l:l CCP 416.10 (corporation) ‘ [2:] GOP 416.60 (minor)
l::l CCP‘416.20 (defunct corporation) l:l CCP 416.70 {consewetee}

[:l CCP 416.40 (association or partnership) EZl CCP 416.90 (individual)
other:

{Proof ofservice on reverse)

“or" improved brine NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT ON CCI>1?10.30.17t0110
Jtioiciat LounolotCniilorma SISTER-vSTATE JUDGMENT iris-.411

(3.! i110 [Rantiuiyl 1083)

14:29:38 2018-0747
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PROOF OF SERVICE
(Use separate proof of service for each person served)

1. I served the Notice of Entry of Jud me ton later-State Judgment as follows:
a. on judgment debtor (name): GXRYD LEéz/IS

b. by serving judgment debtor [:1 other (name and title or relationship to person served):

0- by
deliverB naé

home [:| at business
.

d. C] by mailing

(1) date:
(2) time; 7:00 pm.
(3) address 733 8. Minnesota Ave

Glendora, CA 91740

(1) date:
(2) place:

2. Manner of service (check proper box):
a.-
b.

o.l:l

dEl

e.l:l

r.l:]

Personal service. By personally delivering copies. (CCP 415.10)
Substituted service on corporation, unincorporated association (including partnership), or public entity. By
leaving, during usual office hours, copies in the office of the person served with the person who apparently was in
charge and thereafter mailing (by first-class mail. postage prepaid) copies to the person served at the place where the
copies were left. (COP 415.20(a))
Substituted service on natural person, minor, conservatee, or candidate. By leaving copies at the dwellinghouse. usual place of abode, or usual lace of business of the person served in the presence of a competent member
of the household or a person apparent y in charge of the office or place of business, at least 18 years of age. who was- informed of the general nature of the papers, and thereafter mailing

ébgfrsbclass-mail,
postage prepaid) copies to theperson served at the place where the copies were left. (CCP 415.2 ) Attach separate declaration or affidavit

stating acts relied on to establish reasonable diligence in first attempting personal service.)
Mail and acknowledgment service. By mailing (by first-class mail or airmail, postage prepaid) copies to the person
served, together with two cepies 0f the form of notice and acknowledgment and a return envelope, postage prepaid,addressed to the sender. (CCP 415.30) (Attach completed acknowledgment of receipt.)
Certified or registered mail service. By mailing to an address outside California (by first-class mail, postage prepaid,requiring a return receipt) copies to the person served. (CCP 415.40) (Attach signed return receipt or otherevidence ofactual delivery to the person served.)

Other (specify code section):
(:1 Additional page is attached.

3. The "Notice to the Person Served" was completed as follows:
e.-
cm
at:

as an individual judgment debtor.
as the person sued under the fictitious name of (spasm/)2
on behalf of (special):
under: 1:: GOP 416.10 (corporation) l:l CCP 416.60 (minor) i:l other:

see 416.20 (defunct corporation) E3 cce 416.70 (conservatee)
con 416.40 (association or partnership) l:| con 416.90 (individual)

4. At the time of service I was at least 18 years of age and not a party to this action.
5. Fee for service: 33
6. Person serving:

223:)
e:
d:
e.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.

California sheriff, marshal, or constable. f. Name, address and telephone number and, if applicable,
Registered California process server. county 0f registration and number:
Employee or independent contractor of a registered Jorge Rivera (Reg# 4690 Los Angeles County)

California process server.
52 Second Street 3rd Floor

Not a registered California process server. San Francisco, California 94105

EX2€§EE&T
registration under Bus. & Prof. Code (415) 546-6000

(For California sheriff, marshal, or constable use only)
i certify that the foregoing is true and correct.

Date: 07/27/18 Date:‘H
5

(5.1.110)
(SlGNA runs) (stemruns)
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lInn-it"i'PI'O1818153" OR PARTY WlTHOUT Ai‘S'QFi'NEY {Ne idiida'leds) TELEPHCXQE £40.“:

-_....MaIk i. Littderman (State Bi), «lo.144685) miindeiman 415956 ~28...)
Joshua M Deitz (State Bar No. 267454) jdeitz@rio.com 415-—9562828
311 Caiifomia Sheet San Francisco Califomia 94104 -

ATTORNEY ronINameI CheyenneNalder, lames Naider . firm I...” ‘ .
NAMEOFCOURT Superior Couii ofCalifomia County ofLOs Ang'éled :1 Vt:

STREET ADDRESS: 400 Civic Center Plaza

CITY mo 2m cone Pomona 9| 766

PLAINTIFF: lamesNalclei‘ individually and as Gualdian ad Litem for‘ Cheyenne Naidei

I" FOR COURT USE ONLY

lor Court of Celltomla
suggimty of Les Angelee

I-{AILINGADDRESSt

‘

JUL
$2081 JUL 1 7 201B

amen NAME. Pomona Courthouse EAST 0157;;q Fl. Carter. ' OfiicerIlClerk
_2 Deputy

Moreno

DEFXJDANT:

(:ary Lewis

APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 0N SISTER-STATE JUDGMENT
C] AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTlON OR OTHER ENFORCEMENT
[:3 AND ORDER FOR [SSUANCE OF WRIT OR OTHER ENFORCEMENT

CASE NUMBER

K8021378

Judgment creditor applies for entry of a judgment based upon a slstenstate judgment as follows;

1 Judgment creditor (name and address).
BY FAX

James Nalder, individually and as GuaIdian ad Litem for Cheyenne NaideI
5037 Sparkling Sky Avenue
Ias Vegas, Nevada, 89130

2 a Judgment debtor (name): Gary Lewis

19. [E An individual (last known residence addresslz 733 S. Minnesota Ave,

e. C} A Corporation of (8;) solar place of ineorporalion):

(1){:] Foreign corporation
[:1 qualified to do business in California
I: not qualified to do business in California

d. [:3 A partnership (specify principal place of business):

(1) [:3 Foreign pannership which
E] has filed a statement under Corp C 15700

has not filed a statement under Corp C 15700

3 3 Sister state (name) Nevada

Glendora, CA 9i740

b Sister~state court (name and locatIOn): Eighth Judicial Dishiet‘ Couzt Claik County, Nevada
200 Lewis Ave Las Vegas NV 89l55

e. Judgment enteredIn slsterslate on (date): June 2 2008

4. An authenticated copy of the sisterstate judgment Ie attached to thls application. Include accrued interest on the
sisteretete Judg menl In the California judgment (item 5c).
3. Annual interest rate allowed by sister state (specify): 6.5%

b. Law of sister state establishing interest rate (specify): NR8 [7.130

5. a. Amount remaining unpaid on sister-statejudgment 5 3,435,000
b. Amountoflillngfeelorthe application: s 435
e. Accrued Interest on sister-statejudgment $ 2,-[74,998.52
d. Amount oqdgmenl to be entered (total offia b and c) $ 5,660,433.52

U Q | “_. (Continued on reverse) . H ‘
W“09'?”d , APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT ON COP ”IO-*5-

J‘éi'fi‘fi‘s‘it‘é‘lriti‘ii’iii‘ai‘ W SISTER—STATE JUDGMENT ””30

14:29:38 2018~07—1'7
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SHORT TITLE: Nalder V. Lewis - CASE NUMBER:
’ - K180213723

6. :1 Judgment creditor also applies for issuance of a writ of execution or enforcement by other means before service of notice '

of entry ofjudgment as follows: . i . .

a. E] Un’derCCP1710.-45(b).

b« l: A court order is requested under CCP 1710.45(c). Facts showing that great or irreparable injury will result to
judgment creditor if issuance of the writ or enforcement by other means is delayed are set forth as follows:

C] continued in attachment 6b.

7. An' action in this state on the sister-estatejudgment is not barred by the statute of limitations.

8. I am informed and believe that no stay of enforcement of the sister-state judgment is now in effect in the sister state.

9. No action is pending and no judgment has previousiy been entered in any proceeding in California based upon the sister-state
judgment.

' . . .

| deCIare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true‘and correct except as to these
matters which are stated to be upon information and belief: and as to those matters I believe them to be true. -

Date:
7/17 [IQ

- i _

loshuaMDeltz................................. T (W3
. (TYPE on PRINT NAME)

‘
(We

Afitfiaagm CREDITOR onnrronivav)

EJ'1OE’IRGV‘JU‘Y1* 1983] APPLICATION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT ON SISTER-STATE JUDGMENT ,
‘ Pagew’o
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JUDG
DAVID F. SAMPSON, ESQ, five 28 H
Nevada Bar #6811 00 fill '08
THOMAS CHRISTENSEN, ESQ, C53 /«~,
Nevada Bar #2326 4 r“ "““T

. CLEREI: ” ' ' '
1000 S. Valley View Blvd. ' ' ' ‘U er
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107
(702) 870-1000
Attorney for Plaintiff,
JAMES NALDER As Guardian Ad
Litem for minor, CHEYENNE NALDER

DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA

JAMES NALDER, individually
and as Guardian ad Litem for
CHEYENNE NALDER, a minor.

Plaintiffs,

CASE NO: A5491 ll
DEPT. NO: VI

vs.

GARY LEWIS, and DOES I
through V, inclusive ROES I
through V

Defendants.
VV‘

,,

,‘

,V.

,

,.

,

,,

,

,.

NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that a Judgment against Defendant, GARY LEWIS, was

entered in the above-entitled matter on June 2, 2008. A copy of said Judgment is attached

hereto.

DATED this day of June, 2008.

CHRISTENSWE’ICES,

LLC

By:
DAVID WSON, ESQ.
Nevada Bar #6811
THOMAS CHRISTENSEN, ESQ,
Nevada Bar #2326
1000 S. Valley View Blvd.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Pursuant to NRCP 5(b), I certify that I am an employee of CHRISTENSEN LAW

OFFICES, LLC., and that on this day of , 2008, I served a copy of the

foregoing NOTICE OF ENTRY OF JUDGMENT as follows:

E708.
MailmBy depositing a true copy thereof in the US. mail, first class

ostage prepaid and addressed as listed below; and/or

Cl Facsimile—~83; facsimile transmission pursuant to EDCR 7.26 to the facsimile
number(s) shown below and in the continuation sheet filed herewith. Consent to
service under NRCP 5(b)(2)(D) shall be assumed unless an objection to service by
facsimile transmission is made in writing and sent to the sender via facsimile within
24 hours of receipt of this Cextificate of Service; and/or

D Hand DeliverymBy hand—delivery to the addresses listed below.

Gary Lewis
5049 Spencer St. #D
Las Vegas, NV 89119

employee of
OFFICES, LLC
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JMT \
THOMAS CHRISTENSEN, ESQ, 01% M—
Nevada Bar #2326 THE COURT
DAVID F. SAMPSON, ESQ, .. I
Nevada Bar #681 1 JUE 3 l 52 PM 08
1000 S. Valley View Blvd.
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107 “ l? -
(702) 870-1000 E B L L D
Attorney for Plaintiff,

DISTRICT QQURT
CLARK COUNTY. NEVADA

JAMES NALDER,
as Guardian ad Litem for
CHEYENNE NALDER, a minor.

Plaintiffs,

CASE NO: AS49111
DEPT. NO: VI

VS.

GARY LEWIS, and DOES I
through V, inclusive

Defendants.

JUDGMENT

In this action the Defendant, GARY LEWIS, having been regularly served with the

Summons and having failed to appear and answer the Plaintiff‘s complaint filed herein, the

legal time for answen'ng having expired, and no answer or demurrer having been filed, the

Default of said Defendant, GARY LEWIS, in the premises, having been duly entered according

to law; upon application of said Plaintiff, Judgment is hereby entered against said Defendant as

follows:
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IT IS ORDERED THAT PLAINTIFF HAVE JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT in the

sum of $3,500,000.00, which consists of $65,555.37 in medical expenses, and $3,434,444.63 in

pain, suffering, and disfigurement, with interest thereon at the legal rate from October 9, 2007,

\until paid in full.

Cl 9“”
DATED THIS day 0:010:50», 2008.

W

J .. 1". n.
.- '3‘:- ‘52-: ":¢‘i§‘.!

DISTRICT

Submitted by:
CHRISTENSEN LAW OFFICES, LLC.

/\/
/

BY: //<

DAN/WONNevad 811
1000 3. Valley View
Las Vegas, Nevada 89107

Attorney for Plaintiff

I .
......

«a...»

u
_-

mun-
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DOCKET    No.13-17441   
 

IN   THE   UNITED   STATES   COURT   OF   APPEALS   
FOR   THE   NINTH   CIRCUIT   

__________________________________________________________________  
 

JAMES  NALDER,  GUARDIAN  AD  LITEM  FOR  MINOR  CHEYANNE         
NALDER,  REAL  PARTY  IN  INTEREST,  AND  GARY  LEWIS,         
INDIVIDUALLY,   

 
PLAINTIFFS/   APPELLANTS,  
v.   
UNITED   AUTOMOBILE   INSURANCE   COMPANY,  
  
DEFENDANTS/   APPELLEES.  
__________________________________________________________________  
APPEAL   FROM   A   DECISION   OF   UNITED   STATES   DISTRICT   COURT   FOR  

THE   DISTRICT   OF   NEVADA  
CASE   No.   2:09-cv-01348   RCJ-GWF  

__________________________________________________________________  
APPELLANTS’   MOTION   TO   SUPPLEMENT   THE   RECORD  

 
 

THOMAS   CHRISTENSEN,   ESQ.   
Nevada   Bar   #2326  
CHRISTENSEN   LAW   OFFICES  
1000   S.   Valley   View   Blvd.   
Las   Vegas,   NV   89107  
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CORPORATE   DISCLOSURE   STATEMENT   

Pursuant   to   F.R.A.P.   26.l(a)   United   Automobile   Insurance   Company   

("UAIC")   is   the   only   corporation   involved   in   the   subject   action.    

1  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Pursuant  to  Federal  Rule  of  Appellate  Procedure  27,  Appellants  Gary  Lewis            

and  James  Nalder  bring  this  Motion  to  Supplement  the  Record  on  Appeal.  UAIC              

brought  its  Motion  to  Dismiss  for  Lack  of  Standing  (DktEntry  #44)  while  the  first               

certified  question  in  this  case  was  pending.  UAIC’s  Motion  to  Dismiss  included             

supplemental  facts  not  contained  in  the  record  below  that  this  Court  has             

considered;  and  Appellants  now  seek  to  bring  that  factual  information  current,  so             

that  the  Court  has  a  complete  and  accurate  record  of  what  has  transpired  while  this                

appeal   was   pending.   

It  is  imperative  for  the  Court  to  recognize  that  Nalder  and  Lewis  are  not               

adverse  to  each  other  in  this  litigation.  This  matter  was  brought  against  UAIC  to               

collect  on  the  judgment  and  all  other  damages  consequential  to  the  breach  of  the               

duty  to  defend  and  breach  of  the  covenant  of  good  faith  and  fair  dealing,  arising                

from  when  UAIC  insured  Lewis.  On  October  30,  2013,  the  referring  Court  found              

UAIC  liable  for  its  failure  to  defend  Lewis,  as  a  matter  of  law,  and  that  is  a  final                   

decision.  (See  case  2:09-cv-001348-RCJ-GWF,  Document  #103:  Judgment  in  a          

Civil   Case).   

2  
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 In  bringing  this  motion,  Nalder  and  Lewis  do  not  waive  their  objections  to               

any  of  the  procedural  and  jurisdictional  irregularities  that  have  transpired.  UAIC            1

has  been  allowed  to  sneak  in  a  supplement  to  the  record  on  appeal  (without  first                

moving  this  Court  for  permission)  within  its  Motion  to  Dismiss.  Based  upon  the              

supplemental  information  provided  to  this  Court  by  way  of  UAIC’s  Counsel’s            

affidavit,  this  Court  fashioned  a  second  certified  question.  The  information           

contained  in  the  affidavit  of  UAIC’s  counsel,  however,  is  now  outdated  and             

inaccurate.   

Nalder  and  Lewis  previously  provided  this  court  with  supplemental          

authority,  pursuant  to  FRAP  28(j),  regarding  developments  in  the  Nalder  v.  Lewis             

litigation.  (See  DktEntry  #52,  1/29/2019).  UAIC  objected  on  the  grounds  that            

Nalder  and  Lewis  were  supplementing  the  record.  (See  DktEntry  #53,  2/1/19  at             

second  paragraph.)  In  that  same  correspondence  to  this  Court,  UAIC  also  made             

other  claims  that  are  untrue.  Nalder  and  Lewis  respectfully  request  permission  to             2

1  Finally,  respondent  has  attempted  to  bolster  his  position  by  reference  to  events              
completely  outside  the  record  that  occurred  long  after  the  district  court  reviewed             
the  case.  Reference  to  matters  outside  the  record  is  improper. Hines  v.  Plante,  99               
Nev.  259  n.  1,  661  P.2d  880  (1983) . See  also McCracken  v.  Fancy,  98  Nev.  30,  639                  
P.2d   552   (1982) .  
 
2  In  DktEntry  #53,  UAIC  states  “the  judgment  taken  in  California  is  also  being               
appealed.”  However,  also  see  Exhibit  E,  letter  from  UAIC’s  counsel,  dated            
February  12,  2019  which  is  authored  12  days  after  DktEntry  #53,  and  which              

3  
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supplement  the  record  with  the  current  factual  record  and  status  of  the  underlying              

litigations   between    Nalder   and   Lewis.   

The  current  record  below  reflects  two  valid,  enforceable  judgments  in  favor            

of  Nalder  and  against  Lewis  that  have  been  recently  entered  consistent  with  NRS              

11.190,  11.200,  11.250,  11.300  and Mandlebaum  v.  Gregovich ,  24  Nev.  154,            

(Nev.  1897) .  In  answering  the  second  certified  question,  the  Nevada  Supreme            

Court  cited,  with  approval,  the Mandlebaum case,  which  validates  the  common            

law  action  on  a  judgment  to  obtain  a  new  judgment  as  another  method,              

independent  and  different  than  the  statutory  judgment  renewal  under  NRS           

17.214.   

One  valid  enforceable  judgment  was  entered  in  favor  of  Nalder  and  against              

Lewis  in  Nevada  on  March  22,  2018  (See  Exhibit  A,  attached  hereto  which              

includes  the  Amended  Judgment  together  with  the  application  therefore;  Also,  see            

this  case,  DktEntry  #52,  @  page  18;  Also,  see  Exhibit  B,  which  is  the  updated                

docket   sheet   for   the   underlying   case   07A549111).   

clearly  states  UAIC  will  not  appeal  the  CA  judgment.  In  DktEntry  #54,  UAIC  did               
not  correct  its  statement.  Also,  in  DktEntry  #54,  which  is  just  a  few  weeks  later,                
UAIC  supplements  the  record  with  an  Order  that  was  obtained  ex  parte,  but  does               
not  disclose  it  was  ex  parte.  This  ex  parte  order  withdrew  a  validly  entered  offer                
and  acceptance  judgment  entered  into  by  the  parties  to  the  suit.  Objections  to  this               
action  by  the  lower  court  denying  due  process  to  the  parties  is  the  subject  of  a                 
fully   briefed   writ   to   the   Nevada   Supreme   Court.    (See   Exhibit   L   hereto.)  

4  
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The  other  valid  and  enforceable  judgment  against  Lewis  is  in  California.            

(See  Exhibit  C,  attached  hereto,  which  includes  the  Judgement  and  Application;            

Also,  see  this  case,  DktEntry  #52,  at  page  24;  Also,  see  Exhibit  D,  attached  hereto,                

which  is  the  docket  sheet  for  Case  number  KS021378  in  the  County  of  Los               

Angeles,   Superior   Court   of   California).   

 Both  judgments  resulted  from  a  trial  court  considering  the  effect  of  tolling              

statutes  and  statute  of  limitations  and  ruling  in  favor  of  Nalder.  UAIC  attacked              

both  judgments  --  unsuccessfully.  Both  judgments  are  valid  and  enforceable.           

UAIC  tried  to  defeat  both  judgments  and  lost.  The  state  courts  have  ruled  on               

these  factual  issues.  UAIC  appealed  the  refusal  to  set  aside  the  Nevada  judgment,              

but  it  did  not  post  a  bond  to  obtain  a  stay.  The  California  judgment  was  not                 

appealed  and  the  time  to  appeal  has  passed.  (See  Exhibit  E,  letter  from  UAIC’s               

counsel,   dated   February   12,   2019).   

Both  of  these  judgments  are  now  final  and  enforceable  against  Lewis  and             

are  a  consequence  of  UAIC’s  original  breach  of  the  duty  to  defend.  Lewis  has               

already  suffered  damage  as  a  result  of  the  2008  judgment  against  him,  the              

resulting  assignment  of  proceeds,  and  now  suffers  additional  damages  as  a  result             

of  this  further  litigation  and  these  judgments  against  him.  (See  Exhibit  F,  Affidavit              

of   Gary   Lewis.)   
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A  third  action  on  a  judgment  is  currently  pending  in  the  state  court  of               

Nevada  and  continues  to  damage  Lewis.  (See  Exhibit  G,  the  Declaration  of  David              

Stephens,  Esq.  and  Exhibit  H,  the  updated  docket  sheet  for  Case  #A-18-77220-C             

and,  finally,  see  Exhibit  I,  the  Transcript  of  Proceedings  from  the  hearing  on              

January  9,  2019.)  Although  UAIC  has  been  allowed  to  intervene  and  consolidate             

and  has  challenged  this  judgment,  the  matter  is  still  pending  and  active  and              

continues  to  damage  Lewis.  This  case  will  likely  result  in  another,  even  larger,              

judgment  in  favor  of  Nalder  and  against  Lewis.  (See  Exhibit  J,  which  includes  a               

stipulation  and  a  judgment  [which  was  withdrawn  at  the  ex  parte  request  of  UAIC               

without  notice  or  an  opportunity  to  be  heard]);  Also  see  Exhibit  K,  Affidavit  of               

Breen,  Arntz.,  Esq.;  and  Exhibit  L,  which  are  the  docket  sheets  for  Case  78243               

and  78085,  pending  NV  Supreme  Court  writs  opposing  consolidation  and           

intervention  and  continued  due  process  violations  by  the  court  at  the  urging  of              

UAIC) .   3

 Based  upon  the  above,  Appellants  therefore  request  the  Court  recognize  the             

Exhibits  attached  hereto  and  further  supplement  the  record  as  set  forth  in  the              

3  Writs  were  filed  in  February  and  March,  2019  and  the  Supreme  Court  directed               
Answers  be  filed  against  issuance  of  the  requested  writs.  Both  are  now  fully              
briefed   and   awaiting   decision   by   the   Nevada   Supreme   Court.  
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Affidavit  of  Thomas  Christensen,  Esq.  (See  Exhibit  N,  attached  hereto  which            

contains   the   Affidavit   of   Thomas   Christensen.)   

   BACKGROUND   4

A. GARY  LEWIS  HAD  A  REASONABLE  EXPECTATION  OF        
COVERAGE  
 

 On  July  8,  2007,  Gary  Lewis  ran  over  Cheyanne  Nalder.  Lewis  had  taken  out                

an  auto  insurance  policy  with  UAIC,  which  was  payable  on  a  monthly  basis.              

Before  the  accident,  Lewis  had  received  a  statement  instructing  him  that  his             

renewal  payment  was  due  by  June  30,  2007.  The  statement  also  specified  that              

“[t]o  avoid  lapse  in  coverage,  payment  must  be  received  prior  to  expiration  of              

your  policy.”  The  statement  listed  June  30,  2007,  as  the  policy’s  effective  date              

and  July  31,  2007,  as  its  expiration  date.  Lewis  didn’t  pay  to  renew  his  policy                

until   July   10,   2007,   two   days   after   the   accident.   

B. UAIC  DID  NOT  DEFEND  LEWIS  OR  COMMUNICATE        
OFFERS  TO  SETTLE  WHICH  PRESENT  QUESTIONS  OF  FACT  FOR          
THE  JURY  ON  THE  BREACH  OF  THE  DUTY  OF  GOOD  FAITH  AND             
FAIR   DEALING  
 

 James  Nalder  (Nalder),  Cheyanne’s  father,  made  an  offer  to  UAIC  to  settle  her               

claim  for  $15,000,  the  policy  limit.  UAIC  never  informed  Lewis  that  Nalder  was              

4  Factual  background  taken  from  DktEntry  #39,  Order  Certifying  Question,  dated            
June   1,   2016,   unless   otherwise   noted.   
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willing  to  settle.  UAIC  did  not  pay  the  policy  limits.  Nalder  sued  Lewis  in               

Nevada  state  court  and  obtained  a  $3.5  million  judgment.  Nalder  and  Lewis  then              

filed  the  instant  claim  against  UAIC  in  state  court,  which  UAIC  removed  to              

federal  court.  Nalder  executed  on  the  judgment  against  Lewis  and  obtained  a             

voluntary  partial  assignment  of  proceeds  in  lieu  of  execution  up  to  the  full              

judgment   amount.   5

C. UAIC  BREACHED  ITS  DUTY  TO  DEFEND  AS  A  MATTER          
OF   LAW  

 
 Nalder  and  Lewis  ultimately  prevailed  on  the  coverage  issue  as  a  matter  of  law.                 

The  district  court  ruled  in  favor  of  coverage  after  being  reversed  on  appeal.  The               

Ninth  Circuit  held  that  summary  judgment  “with  respect  to  whether  there  was             

coverage”  was  improper  and  reversed. Nalder  v.  United  Auto.  Ins.  Co.,  500  F.              

app’x  701,  702  (9th  Cir.  2012).  On  remand,  the  District  Court  filed  an  Order  on                

October  30,  2013,  finding,  as  a  matter  of  law,  that  UAIC  breached  its  duty  to                

defend   Lewis.  

5  This  assignment  is  part  of  the  record  on  appeal,  found  at  Appellants'  Excerpts  of                
Record,  DktEntry  #11,  dated  3/6/2016,  Volume  III,  @  page  495  and  demonstrates             
that  Gary  Lewis  has  already  suffered  damage  as  a  result  of  the  Judgment,  when  he                
assigned  rights  against  UAIC  to  Nalder.  It  also  demonstrates  that  Nalder  already             
executed  and  obtained  the  cause  of  action  to  collect  the  judgment  from  UAIC.              
Thus,  the  continued  ability  for  Nalder  to  collect  from  Lewis  is  irrelevant  --  Nalder               
has  already  collected  on  the  judgment  from  Lewis.  The  current  enforceability  of             
the  judgment  is  irrelevant.  Lewis  was  damaged  when  he  entered  into  the             
assignment.    The   damage   now   comes   from   the   assignment,   not   the   judgment.   
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    D. THE  DISTRICT  COURT  REFUSES  TO  SUBMIT  DAMAGES  TO  A          
JURY  
 

 Although  the  District  Court  found  (after  reversal)  that  the  duty  to  defend  had               

been  breached  as  a  matter  of  law,  the  Court  refused  to  submit  the  amount  of                

damages  consequential  to  that  breach  to  the  jury,  as  required  by  Nevada  law  in               

Century  Surety  v.  Andrew, 432  P.3d  180  (2018), 134  Nev.  Adv.  Op.  100  (Dec.  13,                

2018)  (en  banc) .  Instead,  the  trial  court,  rather  arbitrarily,  capped  the  award  of              

damages  at  the  policy  limits  of  $15,000.  UAIC  then  made  three  payments  to              

Lewis  and  Nalder  that  were  applied  to  the  judgment  pursuant  to  the  assignment on               

June  23,  2014;  on  June  25,  2014;  and  on  March  5,  2015.  (See See  case                

2:09-cv-001348-RCJ-GWF,  Document  #103:  Judgment  in  a  Civil  Case  and          

Exhibit   F   hereto,    Affidavit   of   Gary   Lewis.)  

  E.  THE  DISTRICT  COURT  REFUSED  TO  SUBMIT  TO  THE         
JURY  THE  ISSUE  OF  REASONABLENESS  OF  THE  BREACH  OF  THE           
DUTY  TO  DEFEND  AND  FAILURE  TO  COMMUNICATE  OFFERS  OF          
SETTLEMENT   TO   THE   INSURED  
 

 The  Nevada  Supreme  Court  issued  a  very  clear  mandate  in Allstate  Insurance  v.               

Miller,    212   P.3d   318,    125   Nev.   300     (2009) :  

We  conclude  that  whether  Allstate  violated  its  duty  to          
adequately  inform  Miller  of  the  settlement  opportunities        
that  existed  in  this  case  presented  a  question  of  fact  for            
the   jury.”   
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The  court  below  refused  to  allow  the  questions  of  the  reasonableness  of             

UAIC’s  failure  to  inform  its  insured  of  offers  of  settlement,  refusal  to  provide  a               

defense  and  failure  to  file  a  declaratory  relief  action  to  go  to  the  jury.  The  lower                 

court  in  this  case,  instead  of  construing  the  factual  record  in  favor  of  the               

non-moving  party  (the  insured),  arbitrarily  found  that  UAIC  had  a  reasonable  basis             

to  dispute  coverage ,  but  did  not  submit  the  question  to  the  jury  of  whether  UAIC’s                6

actions  (in  how  they  disputed  coverage)  were  reasonable,  in  good  faith  and  fair  to               

the   insured   pursuant   to   Nevada   law   as   expressed   in    Allstate   v.   Miller .    Id.  

F. NALDER  AND  LEWIS  APPEAL  DENIAL  OF  THEIR  RIGHT         
TO   A   JURY   TRIAL  

  
 Nalder  and  Lewis  appealed  both  the  grant  of  summary  judgment  on  the              

amount  of  damages  flowing  from  the  breach  of  the  duty  to  defend  and  also the                

grant  of  summary  judgment  on  their  claims  for  breach  of  the  duty  of  good  faith                

and  fair  dealing,  as  evidenced  by  UAIC’s  breach  of  the  duty  to  defend  and  failure                

to  communicate  offers  of  settlement  to  their  insured.  Nalder  and  Lewis  claim  that              

failing   to   submit   these   issues   to   a   jury   denied   their   right   to   trial   by   jury.   

 The  Ninth  Circuit  certified  a  first  question  to  the  Nevada  Supreme  Court  in               

6 The  dispute  was  found  to  be  reasonable  because  UAIC  was  able  to  persuade  the                
same  court  to  commit  reversible  error.  How  many  times  will  UAIC  be  rewarded              
for   making   forceful,   improper   arguments?  
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Nalder   v.   UAIC,     824   F.3d   854   (9 th    Cir.   2016) :  

Whether,  under  Nevada  law,  the  liability  of  an  insurer          
that  has  breached  its  duty  to  defend,  but  has  not  acted  in             
bad  faith,  is  capped  at  the  policy  limit  plus  any  costs            
incurred  by  the  insured  in  mounting  a  defense,  or  is  the            
insurer  liable  for  all  losses  consequential  to  the  insurer’s          
breach?    Id.    at   855.   

 
G. THE  NEVADA  SUPREME  COURT  HOLDS  THAT  INSURERS        

WHO  BREACH  THE  DUTY  TO  DEFEND  ARE  LIABLE  FOR  ALL           
CONSEQUENTIAL  DAMAGES  OF  THAT  BREACH  AND  THE  JURY         
MUST   DETERMINE   THE   DAMAGES   
 

While  the  first  certified  question  was  pending,  the  same  question  was            

answered  by  the  Nevada  Supreme  Court  on  December  13,  2018,  in Century  Surety              

v.   Andrew,    432   P.3d   180   (2018)     wherein   the   Nevada   Supreme   Court   held:  

In  answering  the  certified  question,  we  conclude  that  an          
insured  may  recover any  damages  consequential  to  the         
insurer’s  beach  of  its  duty  to  defend .  As  a  result,  an            
insurer’s  liability  for  the  breach  of  the  duty  to  defend  is            
not  capped  at  the  policy  limits,  even  in  the  absence  of            
bad  faith. Century  Surety  v.  Andrew, 432  P.3d  180  (2018),           
134  Nev.  Adv.  Op.  100  (Dec.  13,  2018)  (en  banc) .          7

(emphasis   added.)  
 

 This  decision  was  provided  to  the  Ninth  circuit  by  Nalder  and  Lewis  pursuant               

to  FRAP  28j  and  UAIC  claimed  the  current  case  is  distinguishable .  (See             8

7 The  certified  question  was  the  same  in  both  the Nalder and Century  Surety               
cases.   
8      DktEntry   #53,   page   1,   on   February   1,   2019.  
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DktEntry  #52,  page  3,  on  January  29,  2019.)  The  Nevada  Supreme  Court             

disagreed.  The  Nevada  Supreme  Court  adopted  the  opinion  in Century  Surety,            

applying  it  to  this  case.  (See  DktEntry  #55,  9/20/19  Order  Answering  Certified             

Questions).  The  Nevada  Supreme  Court  further  held  in Century  Surety  that            

whether  an  item  of  damage  is  a  consequence  of  the  duty  to  defend must  be                

determined  by  the  jury  on  remand.  The  Court  stated:  “The  determination  of  the              

insurer’s  liability  depends  on  the  unique  facts  of  each  case  and  is  one  that  is left  to                  

the   jury’s   determination. ”     Miller   v.   Allstate,   Id.    at   186.   (Emphasis   added.)   

H. UAIC  ENGAGES  IN  CONTINUING  BAD  FAITH  USING  AN         
IMPROPER   AND   UNSUPPORTED   STANDING   ARGUMENT  
  

 While  the  first  certified  question  was  pending,  UAIC  claimed  to  have             9

“recently”  become  aware  of  the  lack  of  a  renewal  under  NRS  17.214.  At  the  same                

time,  UAIC  claimed  the  time  for  filing  a  renewal  expired  more  than  two  years               

before,  on  August  26,  2014.  Regardless  of  when  UAIC  had  actual  knowledge,  it              

did  not  use  that  knowledge  to  protect  Lewis.  UAIC  did  not  contact  Lewis  to               

investigate  the  facts  or  act  on  his  behalf  to  relieve  Lewis  of  the  judgment  at  the                 

trial  court  level.  Instead,  UAIC,  scrambling  to  protect  itself  from  its  long  list  of               

9  Now  UAIC  requests  this  court  not  act  until  a  remittitur  comes  from  the  Nevada                
Supreme  Court,  even  though Miller  and Century  Surety  are  the  controlling            
authorities   on   this   appeal.  
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bad  acts,  put  its  own  interests  ahead  of  its  insured’s  and  argued  to  this  Court  that                 

Lewis’  appeal  should  be  dismissed  for  lack  of  standing.  UAIC  thereby            

compounded  its  original  failure  to  defend  and  communicate  offers  with  another            

new  act  of  bad  faith  by  putting  its  own  interests  above  that  of  the  insured.  UAIC                 

asked  for  relief  from  the  judgment  for  itself,  in  this  Court,  prior  to  attempting  to                

get  relief  for  its  insured.  This  ripped  the  judgment  wound  open  afresh,  causing              

even   more   damage   to   Lewis,   UAIC’s   insured.   

 I. NALDER  TAKES  ACTION  CONSISTENT  WITH  UAIC’S       

CLAIM  

 UAIC,  in  its  Motion  to  Dismiss,  argued  that  unless  Nalder  took  some  action  in                

the  underlying  case  to  preserve  the  judgment  against  Lewis,  Nalder  could  no             

longer  recover  any  damages  for  breach  of  the  contractual  duty  to  defend.  Nalder              

thereafter  took  action.  She  consulted  independent  counsel  on  the  validity  of  her              

judgment.  David  A.  Stephens,  Esq.  and  Mark  J.  Linderman,  Esq.  took  actions  to              

preserve  the  Nalder  judgment  against  Lewis.  This  amounted  to  ripping  off  the              

newly  formed  scab,  caused  by  UAIC’s  improper  “lack  of  standing”  motion,  which             

resulted   in   Lewis   being   sued   afresh   by   Nalder.   

Because  of  the  tolling  provisions,  a  statutory  renewal  under  NRS  17.214  could              

well  be  viewed  as  premature  because  the  statute  of  limitations  on  the  judgment              
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would  not  run  for  years.  The  renewal  statute  suggests  that  the  renewal  must  come               

ninety  days  prior  to  the  running  of  the  statute  of  limitations.  David  Stephens,              

Esq.,  on  behalf  of  Nalder,  instead  brought  an  action  on  the  judgment,  which  does               

not  have  this  ninety  day  restriction.  Nalder  also  retained  Mark  J.  Linderman,  Esq.              

of  the  law  firm  of Rogers  Joseph  O'Donnell,  PC.  to  pursue  an  action  on  the                

judgment   in   California,   where   Lewis   has   resided   since   2010.   

 Nalder  provided  the  results  of  those  actions  to  this  court.  UAIC  has  not               10

supplemented  the  record  on  appeal  or  acknowledged  that  the  factual  issues  it             

raised   are   now   inaccurate.    11

J. UAIC   IGNORED   NEVADA   TOLLING   STATUTES  

In  its  Motion  to  Dismiss,  UAIC  inappropriately  presented  new  evidence           

into  the  appeal  process  and  deliberately  hid  Nevada  tolling  statutes  in  an  effort  to               

bolster  its  arguments.  Lewis  has  lived  out  of  state  since  2008.  (See  Exhibit  F,               

Affidavit  of  Gary  Lewis).  During  Gary  Lewis’  absence  from  the  state  of  Nevada,              

10  See   DktEntry   #52   filed   on   January   29,   2019.   
11  NRPC  3.3,  Candor  to  the  Court,  requires  counsel  to  correct  his  false  affidavit.               
Plaintiffs’  counsel  contacted  Daniel  Polsenberg,  Esq.  on  November  13,  2019  and            
requested  the  parties  coordinate  a  joint  supplement.  He  would  not  agree.  The             
Affidavit  of  Matthew  Douglas,  attached  to  UAIC’s  Motion  to  Dismiss,  states  that             
he  reviewed  the  Register  of  Actions  in  case  A549111  on  March  8,  2017,  which               
was  more  than  two  years  ago.  There  are  more  than  100  entries  in  case  A549111                
alone   since   March   8,   2017.  
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the  statute  of  limitations  has  been  tolled  pursuant  to  NRS  11.300  and  remains              

tolled.  ( See  Exhibit  G,  Declaration  of  David  Stephens ).  UAIC  made  three            

payments  on  the  judgment:  on  June  23,  2014;  on  June  25,  2014;  and  on  March  5,                 

2015.  These  payments  toll  the  statute  of  limitations  pursuant  to  NRS  11.200.             12

( See  Exhibit  G,  Declaration  of  David  Stephens ).  Cheyenne  Nalder  was  a  minor             

when  she  was  injured.  During  Cheyenne  Nalder’s  minority,  which  ended  on  April             

4,  2016,  all  statutes  of  limitations  were  tolled  pursuant  to  NRS  11.250.  ( See              

Exhibit   G,   Declaration   of   David   Stephens,   Esq.  

K.  LEWIS  FILES  A  NEW  ACTION  FOR  UAIC’S  RECENT  BAD          
FAITH   ACTS   

 
Nevada  law  provides:  “ If,  post-filing,  the  insurer's  obligation  to  pay           

becomes  clear  and  the  insurer  still  does  not  pay,  then  a  separate  bad  faith  claim                

may  arise.” See Pulley  v.  Preferred  Risk  Mut.  Ins.  Co. , 111  Nev.  856 ,  897  P.2d                

1101,  1102–03  (1995)” Searcy  v.  Esurance  Ins.  Co. ,  243  F.  Supp.  3d  1146,  1153               

(D.  Nev.  2017).  Lewis  brought  an  action  in  Nevada  state  court  against  UAIC  for               

the  acts  breaching  the  duty  of  good  faith  and  fair  dealing that  have  occurred               

since  2017.  By  definition,  those  are  recent  acts,  occurring  after  this  action  went  to               

judgment  and  appeal  and  could  not  have  been  brought  against  UAIC  in  the  present               

12  The  earliest  date  a  renewal  could  be  filed  is  December  of  2020,  90  days  prior  to                  
the   extended   Statute   of   Limitations   expiration   of   March   5,   2021.   
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case.  UAIC  nevertheless  has  made  the  false  argument  to  the  Nevada  state  court              

judge  that  those  issues  were  on  appeal,  and  thereby  UAIC  persuaded  the  Nevada              

court   to   stay   the   recently   filed   action.   

After  the  decision  in Century  Surety,  UAIC’s  failure  to  relieve  Lewis  of  the              

judgment  is  clearly  bad  faith.  Since  UAIC  argued  these  new  bad  faith  allegations              

are  on  appeal,  the  Ninth  Circuit  should  supplement  the  record  with  this  new,              

continuing  bad  faith  and  remand  to  the  Federal  District  Court  to  allow  the  parties               

to  amend  their  complaint  to  bring  these  new  claims  or,  in  the  alternative,  the  Court                

should  clearly  state  those  claims  are  not  and  cannot  be  litigated  here,  instructing              

the   Nevada   state   court   judge   they   are   not   part   of   this   appeal.   

L.  UAIC  RETALIATES  AGAINST  THE  INSURED,  HIS        
INDEPENDENT  COUNSEL  AND  HIS  CLAIMS  COUNSEL,  FURTHER        
DAMAGING   THE   INSURED  

To  cap  things  off,  UAIC  poured  salt  in  the  wound  of  the  insured  by  filing  a                 

SLAPP  lawsuit  (Strategic  Lawsuit  Against  Public  Participation)  against  Lewis,  his           

counsel  representing  him  in  this  appeal  (Christensen),  and  his Cumis/Hansen           

counsel  defending  him  in  the  Nevada  action  on  a  judgment  litigation,  (Arntz).             

(See San  Diego  Navy  Federal  Credit  Union  v.  Cumis  Insurance  Society,  Inc. ,  162              

Cal.  App.  3d  358,  208  Cal.  Rptr.  494  (Ct.  App.  1984)  and State  Farm  Mut.  Auto.                 

Ins.  Co.  v.  Hansen ,  131  Nev.  Adv.  Op.  74  (9/24/2015 )).  (See  Exhibit  M,  at tached               
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hereto,  which  is  the  docket  sheet  for  case  2:18-cv-02269-JAD-BNW,  UAIC  vs.            

Christensen,   Arntz   &   Lewis).   

 The  record  must  be  supplemented  with  these  damages  which  result  from  the              

breach  of  the  duty  to  defend  Lewis  and  the  continuing  lack  of  good  faith  and  fair                 

dealing   on   the   part   of   UAIC.   

III. DISCUSSION  
 
A. THIS  COURT  HAS  THE  INHERENT  AND  EXPRESS  AUTHORITY         
UNDER   RULE   10   TO   SUPPLEMENT   THE   RECORD   ON   APPEAL  
 

The  Court  has  the  inherent  authority  to  supplement  the  record  on  appeal.             

Lowry  v.  Barnhart ,  329  F.3d  1019,  1024  (9th  Cir.  2003),  (citations  omitted);  See              

also Rosales-Martinez  v.  Palmer ,  753  F.3d  890,  (9th  Cir.  June  3,  2014).  The  Court               

may  exercise  its  discretion  to  supplement  the  record  when,  for  example,  a  remand              

for  the  sole  purpose  of  the  district  court  considering  the  additional  facts  would  be               

“contrary  to  both  the  interests  of  justice  and  the  efficient  use  of  judicial              

resources,” Dickerson  v.  State  of  Ala. ,  667  F.2d  1364,  1367-68  (11th  Cir.  1982)              

(footnote   omitted)   (citations   omitted).  

  If  the  Court  intends  to  consider  any  facts  brought  into  this  appeal  by               

counsel  for  UAIC,  the  record  should  be  supplemented  to  correct  the  now             13

13  UAIC  never  moved  and  was  never  granted  leave  to  supplement  the  record;              
however,  the  Court  recently  invited  briefing  pertaining  to  standing,  which  is  an             
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inaccurate  supplement  by  UAIC.  If  expanded  for  this  limited  purpose,  Appellees            

will  not  be  prejudiced.  If,  however,  the  record  is  not  expanded,  Appellants  will              

be  prejudiced  by  the  now  false  affidavit  filed  by  UAIC’s  counsel.  For  the  reasons               

above,  Nalder  and  Lewis  respectfully  ask  the  Court  to  supplement  the  record  with              

and  consider  the  attached  records  in  support  of  their  appeal,  their  opposition  to              

UAIC’s   pending   Motion   to   Dismiss   and   any   further   briefing   allowed.   

  If  the  Court  is  not  willing  to  limit  the  appeal  to  appellate  issues  raised,  but                 

rather  wishes  to  expand  its  review  to  issues  not  contained  in  the  trial  record,  then                

the  Court  should  supplement  the  record  with  the  complete  record  and  consider  the              

developments  in  the  other  cases  of  Nalder  v.  Lewis.  Nalder  and  Lewis  therefore              

request  to  supplement  the  record  with  the  full  proceedings  regarding  the  damages             

and   injuries   to   Lewis   flowing   from   UAIC’s   breach   of   the   duty   to   defend.   

IV. CONCLUSION  

Based  upon  the  above,  Appellants  without  waiving  objections  as  noted           

earlier,    request   that   this   Court   do   the   following:   

Strike  all  additions  to  the  record  so  that  the  Court  is  reviewing  the  District               

Court’s   legal   rulings   based   on   the   factual   record   before   it   at   the   time   of   ruling.    

issue  that  was  propelled  into  this  appeal  by  the  (now  untrue)  affidavit  of  UAIC’s               
attorney,  thereby  leading  Appellants  to  understand  that  the  Court  is  accepting            
UAIC’s   counsel’s   statements   as   material   to   the   record   on   appeal.   
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Alternatively,  should  this  Court  wish  to  decide  the  question  of  fact            

regarding  the  enforceability  of  the  judgments  that  Nalder  has  against  Lewis,  which             

UAIC  argues  defeats  the  standing  of  the  Appellants  in  this  case,  the  Court  should               

allow  Appellants’  supplement  with  the  full  record.  This  would  include  the  factual             

basis  for  the  tolling  of  the  statute  of  limitations,  the  proceedings  between  Nalder              

and  Lewis  in  the  state  courts  of  Nevada  and  California  and  the  two  valid  and                

enforceable  judgments  in  Nevada  and  California  and  valid  settlement  entered  into            

between   the   parties   in   the   most   recent   Nevada   case.   

As  a  third  alternative,  the  court  could  stay  decision  and  request  the  Nevada              

trial   court   to   decide   remaining   material   factual   issues,   if   any.   

Dated   this   14th   day   of   November,   2019.   

CHRISTENSEN   LAW   OFFICES,   LLC   
 

/s/    Thomas   Christensen__  
Nevada   Bar   #2326 

  CHRISTENSEN   LAW   OFFICES 
1000   S.   Valley   View   Blvd.   
Las   Vegas,   NV   89107  
Attorney   for   Appellants  
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1 LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2019, 8:50 A.M.

2 (Court was called to order)

3           THE COURT:  James Nalder versus Gary Lewis, Case No.

4 A549111.  I guess I should say because it’s the As, 07A549111. 

5 Counsel, please note your appearances for the record.

6           MR. STEPHENS:  David Stephens for plaintiff, Cheyenne

7 Nalder, Your Honor.

8           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Tom Christiansen for third party

9 plaintiff Gary Lewis, Your Honor.

10           THE COURT:  Okay.

11           MR. ARNTZ:  Breen Arntz appearing for defendant Gary

12 Lewis.

13           MR. WAITE:  Dan Wait, Your Honor, for third party

14 defendant attorney Randall Tindall and his law firm, Resnick

15 Louis.

16           MR. WINNER:  Tom Winner for UAIC.

17           MR. DOUGLAS:  And Matthew Douglas for UAIC, Your

18 Honor.

19           THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, we’ve got a bunch of things

20 here.  The thing that caught my eye was Mr. Tindall’s motion to

21 -- to withdraw.

22           MR. WAITE:  Could we hear that first.

23           THE COURT:  Is that where we should be -- huh?

24           MR. WAITE:  Can we hear that one first, Your Honor?

25           THE COURT:  I was going to say, that seems to me maybe

2
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1 something we should deal with initially.  So we’ve got that on

2 order shortening time.  Does anyone have an issue with us going

3 forward and dealing with it today, or does somebody want to file

4 paperwork or something else in regard to this?

5           MR. WAITE:  I've spoken with some of the counsel, Your

6 Honor, and I don’t believe anyone has any objection to it.

7           THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Let’s -- let me hear

8 what you have.  You seem to be moving toward the podium, so let

9 me hear what you have to say.

10           MR. WAITE:  Your Honor, I don’t know that since it’s

11 unopposed, I don’t know that I have anything more to add other

12 than the unique circumstances of this case has created a

13 conflict of interest for Mr. Tindall and his firm to -- to

14 proceed.  And so we filed the motion and, unfortunately, it was

15 on very shortened time.   We appreciate your considering and

16 granting the order shortening time to today.

17           But given the circumstances that present themselves,

18 it just puts Mr. Tindall and his firm in a position where

19 they're damned if they do, damned if they don’t.  They really

20 can't take a position given the relationship they have to both

21 Mr. Lewis, the insured, the client, and then the insurance

22 company, UAIC, that hired them.  He’s just -- he can't -- he

23 can't act, so he needs to get out.

24           THE COURT:  What does that, from your perspective,

25 then, as to the motions Mr. Tindall has filed on behalf of Mr.

3
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1 Lewis?

2           MR. WAITE:  Well, those -- those motions that were

3 filed were filed in good faith.

4           THE COURT:  I'm not suggesting they weren’t.  I'm just

5 asking where does that leave us with those motions?  Are they

6 being withdrawn or --

7           MR. WAITE:  Well, you have the unique situation where

8 you have UAIC who hired Mr. Tindall to represent Mr. Lewis’s

9 interest, and you have Mr. Lewis who hired Mr. Arntz to

10 represent his interest.  And so we have Mr. Tindall who has

11 filed some motions, and then Mr. Arntz filing the withdrawal of

12 those motions.

13           THE COURT:  Right.

14           MR. WAITE:  Which took us by surprise.  We did not --

15 we were not aware of that.  But as we -- as put in the moving

16 papers, we have conflicting instructions from our client Mr.

17 Lewis, who their side had previously indicated withdraw the

18 motions, UAIC saying go forward with the motions.  We don’t --

19 we don’t take a position, if you will, Your Honor, other than

20 motions were filed initially in good faith, and Mr. Lewis has

21 decided, through Mr. Arntz, to withdraw the motions.

22           THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me ask you.  I assume that’s

23 your position, Mr. Arntz?

24           MR. ARNTZ:  Yes, Your Honor.

25           THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.  Now, let me just ask

4
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1 what’s UAIC’s position.  I mean, it sounds -- we no longer have

2 any other attorney, assuming I grant the motion to withdraw, we

3 no longer have any other attorney than Mr. Arntz representing

4 Mr. Lewis.

5           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  As -- as the plaintiff.

6           THE COURT:  Yeah, and he’s wanting to withdraw this

7 motion.  So what’s your take on that?

8           MR. DOUGLAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Matthew Douglas

9 for UAIC.  Your Honor, UAIC, given that this has all come up in

10 the past week and they only learned that Mr. Tindall was going

11 to be withdrawing, I believe, last Thursday the 4th, they would

12 ask this Court to continue the issue as to the motions filed by

13 Mr. Tindall, and the motions to -- whatever their status is, to

14 leave them time to get new counsel to come in.

15           I have an affidavit, actually, from the adjuster

16 explaining they have not been able to get new counsel since

17 learning of Mr. Tindall’s withdrawal.  I can -- I can provide

18 that to the Court if that’s okay.

19           THE COURT:  Sure.  I mean, has -- a copy has been

20 provided to everybody else?

21           MR. DOUGLAS:  I think so.

22           THE COURT:  I mean --

23           MR. DOUGLAS:  I have copies for everyone else.

24           THE COURT:  Well, let me just -- I mean, Mr. Lewis

25 doesn’t want your company to hire anybody to represent him.  I

5
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1 mean, I guess it’s not clear for me as I know you have a

2 contractual obligation to provide a defense to Mr. Lewis, but if

3 he declines that, what in your contract says that he can’t

4 decline that and that he has to -- I mean, is there something in

5 there you want to argue that the -- his contract requires him to

6 have you hire somebody to represent him?

7           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Just --

8           THE COURT:  I’ll let you talk in a second.

9           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  I just want to --

10           THE COURT:  Hold on.  I'm asking -- I'm asking him.

11           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Okay.

12           THE COURT:  I’ll let you talk.  Don’t worry.

13           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Okay.

14           THE COURT:  I'm pretty good with that.

15           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Before you decide.  Okay.

16           THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  What?

17           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Before you decide.

18           THE COURT:  Well, no, don’t -- don’t -- no.  I think

19 I'm sort of going through everyone here and --

20           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Okay.

21           THE COURT:  -- trying to get positions.  So, I mean --

22 so what -- I mean, like I said, I've seen the paperwork.

23           MR. DOUGLAS:  Sure.

24           THE COURT:  You talk about how you’ve got an

25 obligation to defend him, that’s why you hired Mr. Tindall.

6
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1           MR. DOUGLAS:  Yeah.

2           THE COURT:  I mean, he’s now saying I don’t want --

3           MR. DOUGLAS:  Yes.

4           THE COURT:  -- you to hire anybody, I like Mr. Arntz. 

5 And, I mean, is there something in your contract you're

6 contending requires him to accept your -- your attorney?

7           MR. DOUGLAS:  Well, you put it that way, Your Honor,

8 this is obviously a very strange situation.  I think we can all

9 agree.  But clearly, yes, in short answer, the contract, as most

10 liability insurance policies, the insurer has the ability to

11 control the defense.  In fact, the leading case in the bad faith

12 arena, the Allstate versus Miller case specifically notes it,

13 and that’s why, in fact, the insurer was held liable in not

14 providing notice of settlement demands.

15           So it’s clear the contract provides the duty, the

16 control of the defense, to the insurer.  If they're going to be

17 liable, unless plaintiff wants to stipulate or Mr. Lewis wants

18 to stipulate that UAIC will have no liability from either of

19 these two actions proceeding, I think they have a right to have

20 somebody control the defense for Mr. Lewis.  Otherwise, it’s a

21 farce.  So that’s why we’ve asked for the continuance.

22           And I think it’s also important to note kind of a

23 hypothetical here, and it’s something I presented in some of the

24 moving papers.  You can have a situation, obviously, under

25 Nevada law, single vehicle accident, let’s say a husband and

7
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1 wife.  Husband is negligent, causes the accident.  Wife, in

2 order to recover, would have to sue her husband tortfeasor dry. 

3 We can all agree on that.

4           Under their position, what would stop the husband from

5 saying, no, I don’t want a defense?  Maybe the wife’s injuries

6 are illegitimate.  Does the insurance company not still have a

7 right to appoint counsel to defend those claims just because the

8 insurance says no, because maybe the insured has a self-interest

9 against the insurer.  That’s a conflict, too.

10           THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Christensen, Mr. Arntz. 

11 One of you want to --

12           MR. ARNTZ:  Two points.

13           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Let me say real quick, and then he

14 can --

15           THE COURT:  I don’t -- I mean, however you want to do

16 it.  I mean, you both have a fish in the fight, so --

17           MR. ARNTZ:  The problem we have here, and with all due

18 respect to Mr. Tindall who I -- I have no problem with and I get

19 along fine with, the issue is that UAIC is creating a farce by

20 hiring a lawyer to come in and represent Mr. Lewis in a way that

21 he doesn’t want to be represented.  Because what they're doing

22 is they're hiring that lawyer to represent UAIC.  They're not

23 hiring that lawyer to represent my client.

24           And so that’s the farce.  That’s the ruse is that

25 they're using this contract, this supposed contract, which they

8
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1 breached a long time ago.  They breached it when they didn’t

2 give him a defense.  So now they want to say, no, we want to

3 accept this contract and hire a lawyer to represent Mr. Lewis,

4 when in reality all they're doing is hiring that lawyer to

5 represent UAIC, and that’s the conflict.

6           THE COURT:  Well, I think that’s exactly what he said. 

7 I don’t think that there is a farce or a misrepresentation.  I

8 think their position is that if they're potentially going to be

9 liable on this, they have a right to come in under their

10 contract and provide -- provide a defense.  So I don’t think

11 anybody is misrepresenting or misleading anybody.  The issue is

12 does the contract require that.

13           MR. ARNTZ:  Well, it -- it --

14           THE COURT:  You know, the contract -- the client has

15 at this stage after, I know you raised the breach and, I mean,

16 there’s arguments once you breach it then, you know, all the

17 little applications of the contract principles potentially come

18 into play as to whether they're still binding.  But, I mean,

19 that’s -- I mean, I think that’s -- no one is -- there’s no

20 misleading here.

21           The issue I see is, you know, that now that we’re

22 stepping down this road is does your client have an obligation

23 under either contract or -- I don’t know the case law to -- to

24 let them hire somebody on his behalf to represent, to

25 effectively represent their interest.  So that’s what I -- 
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1           MR. ARNTZ:  Well -- 

2           THE COURT:  I’ll let -- I know you're there.

3           MR. ARNTZ:  -- last -- last -- last comment.  Mr.

4 Lewis is being represented.  That’s the point.  And so any

5 effort by UAIC to come in and impose some other lawyer on Mr.

6 Lewis is not for his benefit.  It’s for UAIC’s benefit.  That’s

7 the ruse I'm talking about.  And I'm not talking about, you

8 know, some dastardly kind of scheme that counsel is creating. 

9 That’s not the issue, obviously.

10           The issue is what is UAIC doing here when hiring

11 another lawyer who is -- who is then doing things that Mr. Lewis

12 doesn’t even want them to do?  And so Mr. Lewis is represented

13 by me.  But any effort by UAIC to impose some other lawyer on

14 him would be for UAIC’s protection only, not for Mr. Lewis.

15           THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Christensen.

16           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And the one thing that I wanted to

17 correct earlier is the misapprehension that has been created by

18 UAIC that Mr. Lewis has said we don’t want you to defend us. 

19 That has not ever been said by Mr. Lewis.

20           In fact, what -- what has been said by me representing

21 Mr. Lewis in the claims against UAIC that are on appeal to the

22 Ninth Circuit and tangentially relate to these actions here is

23 that if you hire somebody to represent Mr. Lewis, please have

24 them talk to me, not to Mr. Lewis directly, because Mr. Lewis

25 has a conflict with UAIC, his insurance company.  And that
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1 conflict is he has sued his insurance company.

2           His insurance company didn’t defend him back in 2008,

3 2007 when this thing went down, and that’s when they had their

4 duty to defend and they breached it.  And now they can't come in

5 10 years down the road and say we have to get -- fix that

6 judgment, we have to get rid of that judgment for you.  That’s

7 what they're saying they're doing.  They don’t have -- and they

8 don’t have that ability because they breached the duty to defend

9 back in 2007 and 2008 to get into this lawsuit right here.

10           They still had the duty to defend as of 2013 when the

11 Ninth Circuit reversed the trial court and sent back down and

12 the trial court then determined that UAIC had breached their

13 duty to defend, then they had a duty to defend going on from

14 there.  But that duty to defend is that they should be paying

15 this judgment.  Paying this judgment, not messing with this

16 judgment, not filing false pleadings on behalf of Mr. Lewis that

17 he doesn’t want filed on his behalf.

18           So instead of saying -- Mr. Lewis saying, no, I don’t

19 want you to defend me, he has said what is it that you're

20 intending to file?  What is the basis for your motion for relief

21 from the judgment, for example.  And because -- because as I

22 read the -- the Nevada case law, the Mandelbaum case in

23 particular, that judgment is solid gold, you know.  It -- it --

24 in the Mandelbaum case a judgment --

25           THE COURT:  Listen, I don’t -- I don’t read the
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1 paperwork as them challenging the 2008 judgment.  I see them as

2 -- I'm essentially reading the paperwork, you're trying to get a

3 renewal of the judgment, and they're essentially saying that

4 judgment has died because it wasn’t properly renewed.

5           And so, you know, I -- you know, no one -- I don’t --

6 and I may be wrong, but I don’t read it saying that the initial

7 -- that they're trying to go back and relitigate the initial

8 judgment in that there was a judgment for the three and a half

9 million dollars.  I see all the paperwork here as saying this

10 judgment expired and --

11           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Right.

12           THE COURT:  -- we’re coming in and defending, you

13 know, his interest and, admittedly, their interest in -- in a

14 claim that they no longer -- that they contend no longer exists. 

15 And so it’s a little bit --

16           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  May I approach the bench --

17           THE COURT:  -- different from --

18           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- Your Honor?

19           THE COURT:  -- the Mandelbaum case, in my opinion.

20           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, may I approach the bench?

21           THE COURT:  Sure.  Well, I mean, if you're going to

22 give me something --

23           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  I'm going to give you Mandelbaum.

24           THE COURT:  -- give them --

25           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Do you have Mandelbaum --
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1           THE COURT:  -- give them a copy of it.

2           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- or you want another copy?

3           MR. DOUGLAS:  I'm okay.

4           MR. WINNER:  1897 case?  We’ve seen it.

5           THE COURT:  Okay.  Go ahead.  I think I've got this,

6 but I’ll take it --

7           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  I have it highlighted --

8           THE COURT:  -- so we have it for the record.

9           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- on the second page there.

10           THE COURT:  And let me just not for the record that

11 you did give a copy of Mandelbaum versus Gregovich, 50 P. 849.

12           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And that counsel for UAIC didn’t

13 want one.

14           THE COURT:  Okay.

15           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  But so the second page, the first

16 highlighted paragraph says the averments of the complaint and

17 the undisputed facts are that at the time of the rendition and

18 entry of the judgment in 1882, the appellant was out of the

19 state and continuously remained absent therefrom until March

20 1897, thereby preserving the judgment and all rights of action

21 of the judgment creditor under the same.  Notwithstanding,

22 nearly 15 years had elapsed since the entry of the judgment, yet

23 for purposes of the action, the judgment was not barred.  For

24 that purpose the judgment was valid.

25           That’s the same judgment that we have in this case
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1 that UAIC is trying to say is invalid, and that is clearly

2 against the law in Nevada.  That’s -- that’s -- this has -- this

3 has been the law in Nevada for over 100 years, Your Honor.  And

4 it goes on because it was the law in Nevada, it comes from the

5 common law.  This is a common law cause of action, and it’s

6 discussed in the -- in the Mandelbaum case.

7           So when they come in and say, oh, there’s all these

8 crazy things going on and Mr. Christensen isn't allowing us to

9 represent our insured, they're being disingenuous, Your Honor,

10 because my -- I wrote the letters and they never said that. 

11 What I said is, hey, my reading of the Mandelbaum case tells me

12 you're going to lose your defense of Mr. Lewis, and who is going

13 to pay for that when it’s lost?  So never has Mr. Lewis said

14 don’t defend me.  He’s only said defend me properly.

15           THE COURT:  Okay.

16           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  If there's -- if there’s a real

17 defense, I'm -- I'm more than interested in it, tell me what it

18 is.  And Mr. Rogers couldn’t give me one, Mr. Tindall didn’t

19 give me one, and California counsel said -- couldn’t give me

20 one, and he opposed UAIC’s motion to intervene in California.

21           And the California court denied their motion to

22 intervene appropriately because there are also case law that

23 says when you breach the duty to defend, you no longer have a

24 right to direct the defense.  So that’s one reason.  And we use

25 California law all the time on -- especially on claims handling
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1 issues or bad faith cases like we have here.  So that -- that --

2 and that’s cited in my briefs and stuff.

3           But that’s not all in this case.  When Mr. Rogers was

4 first -- we were first having discussions with Mr. Rogers, it

5 became apparent that Mr. Lewis would need independent counsel

6 under the Hansen case, a Nevada case that adopted the Kumis

7 (phonetic) case, a California case, that allows for independent

8 counsel, Breen Arntz, who doesn’t have the tripartite

9 relationship with UAIC where UAIC is kind of directing the

10 defense, but it’s not in Mr. Lewis’s best interest.

11           So that’s why Mr. Breen Arntz is here.  And they owe. 

12 UAIC is supposed to be paying Breen Arntz’s fees, and they have

13 resisted that to this point.  But they certainly don’t need to

14 hire another attorney who can carry their water instead of

15 actually filing things that are in the best interest of Mr.

16 Lewis.  Thank you.

17           THE COURT:  Okay.  I mean -- I mean --

18           MR. DOUGLAS:  Your Honor, can -- can I just briefly?

19           THE COURT:  We have -- we have more time --

20           MR. DOUGLAS:  Okay.

21           THE COURT:  -- so don’t worry.  All right.  I lost my

22 train of thought that I was going to ask Mr. Christensen.

23           MR. WINNER:  I need to -- I'm sorry to interrupt.  I

24 need to be downstairs at another hearing if the Court wouldn’t

25 mind leaving Mr. Douglas in charge of UAIC’s position in the
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1 case.

2           THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  Say that again?  What are you

3 asking?

4           MR. WINNER:  I need to be downstairs for another

5 hearing.

6           THE COURT:  Okay.

7           MR. WINNER:  I’d like to say a couple of things before

8 I go downstairs if the Court would permit me to exempt myself.

9           THE COURT:  All right.  I’ll let you.  Go ahead.

10           THE RECORDER:  Mr. Winner, if you could move closer to

11 the microphone.

12           MR. WINNER:  All due respect to everyone here, the

13 same law firm represents the plaintiff and the defendant in this

14 case.  The same law firm represents the judgment creditor and

15 the judgment debtor.  Nobody has explained to me or explained to

16 the Court how is it in Mr. Lewis’s best interest to have a $5

17 million judgment standing against him when it benefits the

18 lawyer who is representing the plaintiff in the case who is --

19 there is a finding by the federal district judge in this case

20 that there was no bad faith.  There was no bad faith.

21           The issue being decided by the Supreme Court is

22 whether UAIC would have to pay the judgment in the absence of

23 bad faith as a consequence for the breach.  That’s the question. 

24 A motion to dismiss that appeal was filed because the judgment

25 had expired.  It expired.  All UAIC wanted to do was hire a
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1 lawyer to file papers to decide on the merits whether that

2 judgment had, in fact, expired.

3           Mr. Christensen will not allow anybody to speak with

4 his client, Mr. Lewis, or file papers on Mr. Lewis’s behalf.  He

5 is representing both sides of the same lawsuit and accusing

6 everyone else of having a conflict.  That’s why we’re here.

7           THE COURT:  I think everyone has a tremendous conflict

8 in this.  The issue, of course, is clients can waive conflicts

9 if they're properly discussed with the client.  We can --

10           MR. WINNER:  Yeah, some conflicts.

11           THE COURT:  -- get into that but --

12           MR. WINNER:  Yes.

13           THE COURT:  -- but it’s -- it’s a messy scenario at

14 this point in time.

15           MR. WINNER:  That said, with the Court’s permission, I

16 need to absent myself.  Thank you.

17           THE COURT:  Well, you’ve got someone else still here,

18 I mean, who --

19           MR. WINNER:  He’s smarter than I am anyway.

20           THE COURT:  I’ll let you absent yourself.  Thank you

21 for your comments.

22           MR. WINNER:  Thank you.

23           THE COURT:  All right.  Let’s see.  All right.  I

24 understand your position and I understand the issue in terms of

25 conflict.  I can see how you can argue that there is a conflict
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1 in view of the fact that they didn’t represent him back in 2008,

2 and now they're coming back now and so there’s a reason I think

3 you can suggest of mistrust which could exist between Mr. Lewis

4 and UAIC.

5           But let’s look, though, at what I'm hearing from UAIC,

6 though, which is that -- and maybe this is probably more proper

7 to Mr. Arntz rather than to you, but, I mean, you know, UAIC is

8 asserting that under their agreement with Mr. Lewis, they have

9 certain right to protect their -- their interest in the -- in

10 this.

11           And while they're not challenging the 2007 judgment,

12 they're entitled to come in and assert a defense on Mr. Lewis’s

13 behalf to the renewal or the extension of the judgment.  I mean,

14 what’s your -- I'm not talking about whether that’s correct

15 legally at this point, but what’s your thoughts in terms of do

16 they have the ability to do that under their agreement.

17           MR. WAITE:  Breen, can I just ask one thing?

18           MR. ARNTZ:  Sure.

19           MR. WAITE:  Your Honor, I'm not sure if we’re still on

20 Mr. Tindall’s and Resnick and Louis’s motion to withdraw.  If

21 we’re on to other matters, I would ask that the motion be

22 granted so that my silence and sitting here isn't construed as

23 some -- 

24           THE COURT:  All right.  I will.  At this point I think

25 it is appropriate.  I will go ahead and grant Mr. Tindall’s
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1 motion to withdraw.

2           MR. WAITE:  Thank you.

3           THE COURT:  He’s already gone.  That’s good.

4           MR. WAITE:  He had to go to the discovery

5 commissioner, Your Honor.

6           THE COURT:  Okay.  And I’ll -- I’ll no longer hold you

7 here.

8           MR. WAITE:  Well, I still -- I am still here as a

9 third party defendant, but I was representing him on his firm’s

10 motion --

11           THE COURT:  Okay.

12           MR. WAITE:  -- to dismiss.  So I’ll stay here, but 

13 I --

14           THE COURT:  Another representation between parties.

15           MR. WAITE:  Yeah.  I’ll prepare an order on the motion

16 to withdraw --

17           THE COURT:  Okay.

18           MR. WAITE:  -- Your Honor.  Thank you.

19           THE COURT:  That’s fine.  All right.  So I just want

20 -- because I'm dealing here now -- I mean, UAIC is asking for

21 essentially a continuance on the issue of whether -- on the

22 issue of the motions that they filed.  And so, I mean, that’s

23 the way essentially I read it is they're saying give us a chance

24 to hire new counsel to represent whether or not we can continue

25 on with these motions.  So I'm just asking you, I mean, is there
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1 -- you know, what’s your argument that there’s no basis and I

2 should just pop those motions out today?

3           MR. ARNTZ:  Okay.  So I'm a pretty simple-minded

4 person, so my simple way of looking at this is that -- is the

5 following.  First, UAIC breached its contract with my client

6 years ago by -- by failing to provide a defense.  As a result of

7 that breach, a judgment was entered, and that’s the only reason

8 the judgment was entered was because they breached their duty to

9 defend him.  So they breached their contract, a judgment was

10 entered against him.

11           I think it’s -- it’s telling that the person arguing

12 most forcefully for allowing another attorney to come in and

13 represent my client is UAIC.  What that reflects is that UAIC is

14 the person -- is the -- is the party in interest as it relates

15 to this judgment.  It’s not my client.  And in fact, in point of

16 fact, my client was harmed, which is the substance of Mr.

17 Christensen’s presence here.

18           My client was harmed as a result of UAIC’s failure to

19 defend him along the lines of the Campbell case in Utah where a

20 party was exposed and made to consider bankruptcy and they --

21 they incurred their damages as a result of that insurance

22 company’s failure to defend them properly and failure to

23 indemnify them.  So Mr. Lewis is in a similar situation now

24 where he’s been harmed as a result of this judgment being

25 entered.  He has a right to pursue those damages.
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1           The only party that benefits by UAIC’s presence here

2 through the ruse, as I call it, of a separate attorney

3 representing Mr. Lewis is UAIC.  UAIC is the only party that

4 benefits by having that judgment dismissed because Mr. -- Mr.

5 Lewis was harmed by that judgment and he has a cause of action,

6 he has a right to pursue for damages resulting from that

7 judgment.  So that’s all UAIC wants to do here is represent its

8 interest, not Mr. Lewis’s interest.

9           THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me just ask UAIC, I mean, Mr.

10 Lewis doesn’t want to be represented.  To the degree you have a

11 contractual or case law basis to come in at this point and

12 assert anything, can't you do that, you know, by yourself rather

13 than through Mr. Lewis?

14           MR. DOUGLAS:  Well, it’s funny you mention that, Your

15 Honor, because I think also up this morning is a motion to void

16 our intervention.  So Mr. Christensen would like no one to

17 oppose this -- this attempt to fix the expired judgment that

18 they're trying to perpetrate.  And that’s really the key issue. 

19 I mean, I think Mr. Arntz kind of admitted that.

20           I mean, yeah, UAIC is protesting what every other

21 attorney here -- I mean, sorry, I'm excluding counsel for the

22 other third party defendants.  But essentially all the other

23 counsel here are aligned in plaintiffs’ interest, you know.  And

24 this is no -- this is no -- not trying to blame Mr. Arntz for

25 his position, but the fact of the matter is, he’s aligned with
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1 plaintiff.  He tried to enter a stipulated judgment which gives

2 plaintiff everything they want.

3           And -- and so is there -- is there -- is no party

4 allowed to contest what Mr. Christensen is doing?  That’s what

5 they would have you think.  So I understand Your Honor’s

6 question, but when you're moving to strike our intervention, we

7 have no choice.  The only way we --

8           THE COURT:  Well, if I -- if I don’t strike the

9 intervention, if don’t grant that motion, is there anything that

10 precludes you from continuing on as to this issue and me

11 essentially saying Mr. Arntz is Mr. Lewis’s attorney in this

12 matter?

13           MR. DOUGLAS:  Your Honor, all I would say to that is

14 this.  Even if you were to not strike our interventions in both

15 actions, Mr. Christensen has made clear he will be appealing. 

16 And --

17           THE COURT:  Well, I mean, that’s -- that’s what --

18           MR. DOUGLAS:  Which is -- which is -- which is his --

19 that’s not -- but the fact is, then, if you go ahead, then, and

20 dismiss or, you know, extinguish the motions filed by Mr.

21 Tindall, they may be forever lost to UAIC.  The fact is, it’s

22 not just our contractual right.  I've cited case law.  I mean,

23 Nevada law is clear.  There's a tripartite relationship for

24 counsel.  There’s nothing scandalous about UAIC wanting to argue

25 their interest also on behalf of their insured through counsel
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1 for the insured.  This is not any kind of sinister plot.  I 

2 mean --

3           THE COURT:  And I'm not suggesting it.

4           MR. DOUGLAS:  Yeah.  But what I mean is --

5           THE COURT:  Let -- let me just -- I'm not -- I'm not

6 going to get into the allegations of sinisterness among all the

7 parties here.  I know each side is alleging sinister -- I'm only

8 interested in the legal, you know, if your -- your motive -- I

9 mean, I don’t think anybody has particularly got super clean

10 hands in -- 

11           MR. DOUGLAS:  Okay.

12           THE COURT:  -- in this whole mess.  Everyone has

13 probably got a little issue here or a little issue there.  I

14 don’t want to get in -- the issue is, you know, legally where we

15 -- where we’re here.  And so, I mean, Mr. Christensen, if I

16 don’t grant the motion to intervene, I mean, he has appeal

17 issue.  If I say that Mr. Arntz is the sole representative for

18 Mr. Lewis, I assume you got -- and I'm wrong on that, you’ve got

19 -- you’ve got an appeal issue.

20           So, I mean, you know, I'm here to make a decision and

21 I get appealed all the time.  It’s one of the perks of the job. 

22 And so I under -- you know, we’ve got to make some decisions and

23 move forward as best we can.

24           MR. DOUGLAS:  Your Honor, I’ll keep it -- I’ll keep it

25 short.  What I meant, and pointing out that potentiality, the
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1 only thing I wanted to bring the Court’s attention is if Mr.

2 Tindall’s motions are extinguished, looking down the road, and

3 our intervention is appealed and perhaps Mr. Christensen is

4 successful in overturning it, Rule 60 has a six-month window to

5 contest that amended -- potentially to contest that amended

6 judgment.  Mr. Tindall’s motions are vacated.

7           That may be lost forever to my client, that route of

8 contesting what has gone on here.  And so for that reason I

9 think that -- that situation should live on.  Because I think

10 UAIC has a right to at least argue that issue on behalf -- with

11 counsel appointed for Mr. Lewis.  So that’s -- that’s my only

12 drawback.

13           THE COURT:  All right.  All right.  Let me ponder this

14 for a second.  Let’s move to what probably is the next optimal

15 issue, which is your motion to strike the intervention.  So, I

16 mean, I’ll let you give me your thoughts on that if you want to

17 add anything to your briefing.

18           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, and -- and it actually is a

19 good segue into that, this discussion of the tripartite

20 relationship.  Because they don’t have the right to direct the

21 defense if there’s a conflict between their interest and the

22 insured’s interest, and that’s already been established.

23           And the way Nevada deals with that, it’s case law,

24 Hansen case, which is cited in the briefs, that adopts Cumis

25 counsel, and that’s what Breen Arntz is.  That’s how Nevada law
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1 handles that conflict between the insurance carrier and the

2 insured is they appoint Cumis counsel.

3           And, again, I go back to -- because -- because you,

4 again, have said in the arguments back and forth and the

5 discussions, you again said, well, what’s to prevent counsel --

6 I mean, Lewis from just telling you I don’t want you to defend

7 me.  And, again, that is not the situation.  That’s what UAIC

8 tries to say.  That’s not what has occurred here.

9           We have welcomed the defense, but we want an ethical

10 defense and a proper defense that actually takes his interest

11 into account.  Okay.  So -- and that’s why we get to the

12 Mandelbaum case because this all started because of an affidavit

13 that said this -- this judgment has expired.  That affidavit

14 isn't the law.  It’s not true.  That -- that hasn’t happened,

15 even under the renewal statutes because they reflect back to the

16 statute of limitations statutes.  So I just want to make that

17 clear.

18           And one other thing to be clear about is, yes, my

19 office represented James Nalder in the original 2007/2008 action

20 against Gary Lewis.  My office.  It was Dave Sampson, actually,

21 in my office, who was the attorney, you know, in contact with

22 the client at that time.

23           THE COURT:  Right.

24           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Judgment was entered.  Then Dave

25 Sampson in my office represented the Nalders, James Nalder, and
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1 Gary Lewis against UAIC --

2           THE COURT:  Right.  In the federal case.

3           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- in the action filed in state

4 court, removed to federal court.  It decided wrong once,

5 appealed, decided wrongly a second time, appealed, and it’s up

6 on appeal right now.  And that is the bad faith issue is on

7 appeal right now.  Yes, the trial court said you breached the

8 duty to defend, but I don’t think it was bad faith.  But that’s

9 still on appeal.  That’s still a valid, ongoing issue that may

10 be decided against UAIC yet, right, on that -- in that case.

11           THE COURT:  Well, I mean, that’s -- and that’s

12 something that’s of interest to the Court because I looked and

13 apparently, you know, there's a certified question to the Nevada

14 Supreme Court, which is essentially on point with a lot of what

15 UAIC is raising in terms of its support for the expiration of

16 the -- of the judgment as far as this litigation.

17           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Right.  But it’s not the same thing. 

18 Well, and let’s -- let’s talk about that for a second.

19           THE COURT:  They look pretty close.

20           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, not really because -- now, let

21 me just explain how that works.  Even if it was exactly the same

22 issue, I had another case here in -- and I think I talked about

23 it in one of the briefs, but here in Las Vegas where we filed

24 because of strategic reasons or whatever on behalf of the

25 injured party.  His name was Louis Vinola (phonetic) against the
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1 defendant Gillman (phonetic) in state court.

2           We already had one case against the insurance carriers

3 and Ann Gillman that had been removed to federal court, and then

4 we filed an additional case in state court.  And Judge Bare

5 dismissed that at the behest of Gillman, dismissed that case,

6 and we had to appeal it.  And, finally, the Supreme Court

7 reversed it saying you can have concurrent things, litigations

8 going along in different courts.  There is nothing wrong with

9 that.  That’s improper to stay one action to let this other

10 action go along.  That’s not -- there is no case law for that.

11           And so to argue that, oh, we have to have some way to

12 come in here and -- and mess with this judgment by UAIC is -- is

13 not true.  They had their opportunity to defend Mr. Lewis.  It

14 was in 2007/2008.  Now they don’t get to come in, and that gets

15 us to the motion to intervene because that’s what all the case

16 law says.  And let me get to that.

17           But so there’s no equity reason that they should be

18 able to come in here and -- and do this.  They had that

19 opportunity in 2007/2008.  That’s why they're responsible for

20 the judgment.  And this is just a minor demonstration that the

21 judgment is still valid.  That’s all it is.  It’s just to

22 demonstrate that fact.

23           THE COURT:  You mean this litigation is for that

24 purpose?

25           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Correct.
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1           THE COURT:  Okay.  Now I'm -- but, I mean, that’s --

2 that’s obviously -- I mean, you refer to it as a minor

3 demonstration that the judgment is still valid, but if the

4 judgment isn't still valid in view of the underlying three and a

5 half million dollars, I mean, that UAIC may be liable for, it

6 obviously is -- I don’t -- you know, whether or not that

7 judgment is still valid is not what I would consider a minor --

8 minor question.

9           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, it actually -- and I apologize

10 for calling it a minor question.  It’s -- with regard to the one

11 aspect, that’s not even the question in the first case.  In the

12 -- in the amendment of the judgment to Cheyenne Nalder, that is

13 just an amendment of the judgment.  That does nothing.

14           THE COURT:  Well, I mean, if it’s -- I would agree.  I

15 mean, if it had expired, I mean, it doesn’t --

16           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  It’s an amendment of the expired

17 judgment.

18           THE COURT:  -- it doesn’t --

19           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  If it's --

20           THE COURT:  It’s an amendment of an expired judgment.

21           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  If it’s still valid, it’s an

22 amendment of a valid judgment.

23           THE COURT:  Okay.  Yeah.

24           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And we, of course, say it’s an

25 amendment of a valid judgment.  But so to set aside that order
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1 is -- is meaningless.  It shouldn’t even be -- that’s -- that’s

2 the minor part.

3           THE COURT:  Okay.

4           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Then the other case, the subsequent

5 case, is just to demonstrate that, yes, that judgment is still

6 valid because I can sue on that judgment and that judgment does

7 have to have that -- that Mandelbaum analysis.  You're going to

8 have to make that Mandelbaum analysis and say, yeah, the

9 judgment is ten years old, but it’s been stayed for eight of

10 those ten years, and so it still has another four years provided

11 he returns to the state, right.

12           So but -- but on this intervention question, the plain

13 language of NRS 12.130 does not permit intervention subsequent

14 to the entry of the final judgment.  And -- and this is from the

15 Dangberg Holdings versus Douglas County case.

16           THE COURT:  And I know what you're -- you're going

17 down.  I guess -- and that concerns me in terms of the Court’s

18 ruling on the intervention.  But I guess what -- I mean, what

19 none of those cases really seem to deal with is what we sort of

20 have here which is, you know, I mean, if this was 2013, I would

21 completely agree with you that an insurance company can't come

22 in and intervene.  I mean, we’ve got a judgment, the statute

23 certainly hasn’t run on it, it’s a final judgment, it’s done.

24           But, you know, now essentially you’ve initiated

25 additional litigation to declare that judgment a valid or
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1 continuing, renewed or whatever, judgment.  And the insurance

2 company, obviously, has an interest in that if you're going to

3 be alleging that, you know, their bad faith makes them liable

4 for the whole three and a half million or whatever with interest

5 and everything it’s worth -- it’s worth now.  And that seems to

6 change to some degree the -- at least the facts in terms of the

7 application of the prior decisions.

8           So, I mean, that’s -- I'm -- I'm going to agree with

9 you completely, if we were looking at this in 2013, the case law

10 says we’ve got a final judgment, you can't come in, but we

11 obviously have a little bit of a different scenario here where

12 now it’s we want to, you know, revalidate or continue to

13 validate this judgment.  And there is an argument that it’s no

14 longer valid, and it seems to me the insurance company has an

15 interest at that point in time that justifies them jumping into

16 the -- into the litigation.  That’s -- if you -- you know, so

17 I'm on board with you in terms of the general -- what I need you

18 to do is focus on that issue that I'm looking at.

19           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, first of all, and just to --

20 just to keep us clean here because I -- it’s very important,

21 Dave Stephens represents Cheyenne Nalder.

22           THE COURT:  Right.

23           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  He is the one that brought both, did

24 the amendment and also brought the subsequent action.  So let’s

25 not confuse that.  I didn’t bring those.
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1           THE COURT:  But, I mean --

2           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Dave Stephens --

3           THE COURT:  -- I'm not suggesting --

4           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- brought those --

5           THE COURT:  -- saying who brought them.

6           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- on behalf of Cheyenne.

7           THE COURT:  I'm saying we now have it, so --

8           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Right.  And this is -- so -- so the

9 fact is that your statement that it would have been good if it

10 was 2013 actually argues against the process in my view, right. 

11 The -- the fact that more time has gone by makes it more

12 improper for them to be coming in here.  This isn't something

13 that just came out of the clear blue sky, but -- but they are

14 kind of the interrelated things.

15           I agree with you that -- that there’s this

16 interrelated thing.  But assume for a second that the law is

17 crystal clear, black letter law says that that judgment is still

18 valid.  Then does the insurance company have a right to come in? 

19 Well, of course not.  Well, I submit that is what the black

20 letter law is.  But so let’s -- let’s talk a little bit more

21 about how shortly that fuse is and why it’s improper.

22           So it’s the -- it’s the fact that the plain language

23 of NRS 12.130 does not permit intervention after final judgment. 

24 What it says is you can intervene before trial.  That’s what the

25 statutory authorization is.  And there’s numerous cases from
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1 Nevada.  I only cited two, but there’s numerous cases from

2 Nevada that say that’s what it means.

3           So if there’s a judgment in the case, you can't

4 intervene period.  I don’t care what defense you want to put in

5 there.  You can't intervene.  There’s a judgment.  It’s

6 improper.  And the Dangberg versus Douglas Holdings case goes on

7 to say a voluntary agreement of the parties stands in the place

8 of the verdict.  And as between the parties to the record as

9 fully and finally determines the controversy as a verdict could

10 do, and intervention is denied if there’s an agreement settling

11 the thing.

12           So that -- that has to do with the second case that

13 was filed because an agreement had been entered into between the

14 parties that -- that resolved the case.  And so the intervention

15 at that point in time was improper as the case had been

16 resolved.  In the -- well, so that’s enough on that issue.

17           The one other thing I wanted to talk about here is

18 this analogy that Matt Douglas has brought up because that’s --

19 because I’d like to extend it to how this case really is.  So if

20 in our hypothetical situation the husband sued the wife and got

21 a judgment, and then the wife and husband sued the insurance

22 company because they didn’t intervene, they didn’t defend the

23 wife in the case, and then the insurance company -- so they sued

24 the insurance company.  Then the insurance company came and

25 tried to intervene in the case to present some defense.
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1           Let’s say that they were going to present the defense

2 that the wife had a preexisting condition, and the wife and the

3 husband both know there was no preexisting condition but the

4 insurance company wants to present that defense.  Number one,

5 they wouldn’t be able to intervene anyway because it’s against

6 the law.  Oh, that’s the other case I wanted to -- I'm sorry,

7 Your Honor.

8           THE COURT:  That’s all right.

9           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Because this one is an important one

10 and I forgot that that’s the reason I wanted to talk about it. 

11 And that’s Gralnick, Gralnick, G-R-A-L-N-I-C-K, versus Eighth

12 Judicial District Court.  That’s a writ petition that was

13 granted because the District Court allowed intervention, and

14 then granted setting aside of the judgment and the Supreme Court

15 directed it back down and said NRS 12.130 does not permit

16 intervention subsequent to the entry of a final judgment and

17 directed the District Court to send them out and -- and

18 reinstate the judgment.

19           And that’s exactly where we are right now.  And so

20 there is no right to intervene.  There's no interest to protect

21 other than preserving the false affidavit that said this

22 judgment has been expired.  Maybe I should deal with that just a

23 little bit because you -- you did talk about that.

24           In the Ninth Circuit, that issue was brought to the

25 fore, what, two years ago, by a motion to dismiss the appeal for
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1 lack of standing.  This is after two appeals, two decisions by

2 the trial court, now there is suddenly a lack of standing.  I

3 can't tell you how the Ninth Circuit makes their decisions, but

4 that -- that seems a lot to me.

5           THE COURT:  When I was on the criminal side, I

6 couldn’t figure that out, either.

7           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, there you go.  And so -- but

8 -- but when we got that motion, we had, I don’t know, what, 10,

9 20 days, whatever the time frame is for responding to those

10 motions.  It was supported by an affidavit of counsel that just

11 said I've checked the registry and I don’t see any renewals, and

12 so this judgment is expired because it’s got a six-year statute

13 of limitations on it, right.

14           But he didn’t talk about tolling.  There’s no mention

15 of tolling things.  But so that’s how that issue came about. 

16 And we, of course, opposed the motion, but our main opposition,

17 Your Honor, is the fact that after the judgment was entered, the

18 defendant and the plaintiff, in order to bring the action

19 against UAIC, entered into an assignment agreement.

20           It was a partial assignment agreement where the

21 judgment amounts that might be recovered from UAIC on behalf of

22 the insured, Gary Lewis, the judgment amounts would go to the

23 Nalders, and anything above that would go to Gary Lewis.  So

24 that was the assignment agreement.  And it didn’t have anything

25 in there about we won’t continue to chase after you or execute
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1 on you, but that was kind of the understanding, you know, that

2 we’re going to cooperate together and obtain this compensation

3 from UAIC.

4           And so -- so in the briefing with the Ninth Circuit,

5 it wasn’t said because we were mainly just saying it doesn’t

6 matter.  The judgment could be expired, it could be valid, it

7 doesn’t matter.  When we assign these rights and the fact that

8 he’s been living with the judgment for x number of years and the

9 fact that the decision disregarding the judgment was made in

10 2013.

11           I mean, it would be the same thing as the federal

12 district court making a decision on a -- on a plaintiff’s

13 personal injury case where -- and awarded or didn’t award

14 $400,000 of medical bills and then it was up on appeal for three

15 years, and then the -- the insurance carrier files a motion to

16 dismiss the appeal because now they don’t have standing because

17 the $400,000 of medical bills, the hospital never sued on them,

18 and the time for them to sue on them has passed.  It would be

19 the same thing.  And that’s -- it doesn’t make sense to me,

20 anyway.

21           Anyway, so the motion to intervene -- oh, let’s talk

22 about that, too, with regard to the motion to intervene because

23 that’s part of the motion is that it was improperly granted

24 under the law, but it was also procedurally totally and

25 completely improper.  And that’s not a minor thing because the
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1 -- it -- one of them wasn’t -- the affidavit of service didn’t

2 have anybody checked.  Nobody.  So it was an affidavit of

3 nonservice.

4           The other affidavit of service checked served by the

5 automatic filing system, the -- I mean, the, you know,

6 electronic serving system on Dave Stephens, but at that time,

7 and we’ve printed those out and they're attached to our motion,

8 at that time Dave Stephens wasn’t even on the service list.  So

9 that’s a false affidavit on its face, right, because they --

10 they checked that he was served that way, but they knew that he

11 wasn’t.

12           Because when you go in and do that filing, which I

13 have never done myself, but I'm told that when you go in and do

14 that filing, you have to check.  And if they're not on the

15 service list, you can't check them.  And so you -- it could not

16 have been a mistake that -- that they didn’t know, they thought

17 they did serve it, right.

18           But then when Dave Stephens finds out about it just

19 because he’s checking the -- the court records and stuff like

20 that and he calls up defense counsel and says, hey, you know,

21 you didn’t serve this on me, could you give me more time, they

22 wouldn’t give him more time.  So then he quickly filed an

23 opposition, you know, not with -- not all that time, and got it

24 to the court, and then the court disregarded it.

25           And the minute order was no opposition having been
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1 filed, and it was an in-chambers hearing.  It wasn’t even a

2 hearing, you know, where people got to be heard.  And -- and so

3 then when the order came out, again, that order the judge

4 crossed out the no opposition having been filed in the order,

5 but they -- he didn’t deal with any of the issues.  And all of

6 this information was put forward in that opposition.  So --

7           THE COURT:  All right.

8           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  So the only thing to do now is to

9 void those orders and -- and then that resolves all the other

10 issues in this case.

11           THE COURT:  All right.

12           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And that’s the way it should be. 

13 UAIC can still claim that, oh, this was a big fraud and there --

14 there were this thing and that thing and that shouldn’t have

15 been done, but they would be doing it in the proper place, not

16 -- not by intervening in this action where they don’t have any

17 business being.

18           THE COURT:  All right.  I have another proceeding

19 starting around 10:00, so I’ll give you -- Mr. Christensen had a

20 wide swap.  I’ll give you something close to that, but --

21           MR. DOUGLAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

22           THE COURT:  -- don’t feel you need to --

23           MR. DOUGLAS:  I’ll try to keep it --

24           THE COURT:  -- need to --

25           MR. DOUGLAS:  -- as straightforward as I can and try
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1 to stick to the issues.  I think just because he ended with it,

2 let’s talk about the notice issue very quickly.  Your Honor,

3 we’ve, in the opposition, we’ve supplied the affidavit of my

4 paralegal.  There was an inadvertence, apparently, in the

5 certificates of service.  That said, she attested she mailed

6 both motions to Mr. Stephens, the interventions in both cases. 

7 So I think that this notice issue is moot for that reason.

8           Any suggestion that I didn’t grant Mr. Stephens an

9 extension or I was somehow violating rules of professional

10 conduct, that is absurd.  I checked with my office after Mr.

11 Stephens raised the issue.  They said they were properly served. 

12 I mean, my understanding, my paralegal talked to the clerk of

13 the court, everyone is required to sign up for e-service.  Mr.

14 Stephens filed this case.  I don’t know why he wouldn’t be on

15 the service list.

16           Mr. Christensen is wrong.  I don’t think you check the

17 boxes anymore.  You just file it and everyone that’s on -- has

18 assigned themselves to e-service gets a copy.  So there’s no way

19 to notice whether or not until -- until after it’s already in

20 that there’s no one that has signed up.  So either way, they

21 were mailed.

22           And I think when you get down to it, it’s moot, the

23 notice issue, for two reasons.  One, these -- both motions were

24 opposed.  In fact, Mr. Arntz even opposed them.  So they were

25 fully briefed.  And here’s the main issue.  All these issues are
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1 before us now.  So even if there was an issue as to notice

2 initially, they're getting a full and fair hearing as to all

3 their problems and objections to this -- to these interventions

4 now, so I think the notice issue is really moot.

5           And -- and because we’re -- we can just have them as

6 -- as argued today.  Clearly, everyone got a full chance to

7 respond.  I had to do it under fairly quick circumstances. 

8 These were filed on OST right before the holidays, but we still

9 responded.  So and you’ll see my email trail, I have my

10 affidavit there, my email trail with Mr. Stephens.  We were in

11 contact.  And I asked Mr. Stephens if you -- you know, we were

12 dealing with an issue where timing was -- was, we believe, of

13 the essence because of the Rule 60 timelines.

14           And so we felt this was a stalling tactic.  We

15 couldn’t tell.  UAIC, understandably, was suspicious of perhaps

16 some of the motives given the interference that had gone on by

17 Mr. Christensen and the retained defense counsel, which, of

18 course, necessitated our whole reason to intervene.  And so I

19 was emailing with Mr. Stephens and I was asking him explain to

20 me your objections to these motions so that I can see, you know,

21 are you just stalling or do you have a real legal objection, and

22 Mr. Stephens never responded.

23           The first response I got was his filed opposition.  So

24 I assume the issue of his request for extension was moot by

25 then.  So that being said, if the Judge wants any other
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1 questions on the notice issue, I'm happy to talk about it, but I

2 really think that issue is moot.

3           So now we can talk about the motion to void the 2018

4 intervention.  I think this can be dispensed with fairly simply,

5 as well.  Clearly, there’s no judgment been entered in this

6 case, so plaintiffs’ arguments concerning the statute 12.130

7 really had absolutely no bearing here.  The only argument I

8 heard counsel make was in relation to the Dangberg decision

9 which where there's a settlement that should count the same as a

10 trial judgment.

11           And I'm not disputing the Dangberg holding, but what I

12 would point out is that it is distinguishable here if you note

13 the timing of this alleged settlement, which has never been

14 consummated by the Court, this alleged settlement was filed in

15 the form of a stipulation entered judgment signed between Mr.

16 Arntz and Mr. Stephens.  It was filed after our motion to

17 intervene.

18           So if anything, it was a clear attempt to try and

19 create an issue.  Oh, they're trying to intervene, let’s --

20 let’s enter this, what we think is a sham, Judge.  I don’t know

21 any other way to put it.  Certainly, there's nothing Mr. Lewis

22 seems to gain from it.  I've still yet to hear what he gains

23 from it.  So that’s a red herring.

24           The fact is we filed our intervention, it was pending,

25 and they rush to court and try to -- without notice, by the way. 
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1 My office didn’t receive notice of that filed stipulation, Your

2 Honor, and we were on the e-service list once we filed our

3 appearance with our motion.  I’d point that out.  So -- so

4 basically, in terms of the 2018 case, I don’t really think there

5 is anything that they can do to stop our intervention.

6           And, in fact, after the order was entered, Mr.

7 Stephens, in response to my sending him a copy of the proposed

8 order, admitted he didn’t think there was anything they could do

9 to stop my client’s intervention in that case.  And, obviously,

10 we met all the qualifications for NRCP 24.  We clearly have an

11 interest that’s not being protected here given -- especially

12 given our previous argument where our counsel, appointed

13 retained defense counsel for Mr. Lewis, has been forced to

14 withdraw and those issues are up in the air.

15           So, you know, it kind of dovetails with their

16 argument.  So -- so unless, again, in terms of the 2018 case

17 intervention, unless the Judge has specific questions, I'm happy

18 to -- to respond to them.  The other -- the only other point I'd

19 make is that their argument that we breached the duty to defend

20 in ’07, obviously, again, kind of a different distinguishing

21 factual scenario here because we didn’t get a duty to defend

22 until the District Court implied the contract of law because of

23 a renewal --

24           THE COURT:  Well, you still had a duty to defend.  I

25 mean, the fact that the District Court found and implied, that
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1 means that you still had -- you had a duty.

2           MR. DOUGLAS:  No, no, I agree.  I agree.  What I meant

3 to say by that is it wasn’t found until 2013.  And so these --

4 this new filing, the 2018 filing triggered that duty to defend

5 that was found in 2013.  There was no new action filed since

6 2013.

7           So my point is, in terms of the 2018 intervention, I

8 think we’ve met all the factors.  I think the notice issue are

9 moot.  I think we have a right to intervene.  There's been no

10 judgment.  There’s been no settlement before our intervention. 

11 And so I think -- I think that that’s what I would have to say

12 on that.

13           I would also just point out, too, in response to this

14 motion to strike our interventions, we also filed a

15 countermotion to stay pending the appellate ruling.  I think

16 those issues, as the Court pointed out, I think they're more

17 than tangentially related.  I think they are very much related.

18           Specifically, the Court -- the question the Nevada

19 Supreme Court rephrased on a certification, specifically it

20 deals with whether or not that judgment is expired.  I mean,

21 their ruling could be the judgment is not expired.  Their ruling

22 could be that the judgment is expired.  But so that is directly

23 on point to many of the substantive issues that are being raised

24 here.

25           And so I would point out that there is precedent. 
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1 It’s an appellate procedure 8(a)(1)(A) which does ask that you

2 move a district court for a stay prior to moving the appellate

3 court.  So there is a -- there is a rule of civil procedure that

4 would give Your Honor -- and it’s within Your Honor’s discretion

5 to -- to stay.  So I’d note that we filed it as a countermotion.

6           Now, in regard to the old motions to void our

7 intervention, but also switching to the ’07 case with the,

8 quote, unquote, amended judgment, I would first point out to the

9 Court that I don’t even think these motions have met the

10 standard for NRCP 60(b) which is the rule that they have moved

11 to void these interventions under.  It’s a pretty simple

12 four-prong standard.

13           It should be -- these motions should be prompt, there

14 should be an absence of intent to delay, you can also consider

15 lack of knowledge of a party procedurally if they're

16 unrepresented and so on, and there must be a showing of good

17 faith.  Your Honor, I propose they can't meet any of these

18 factors, and for this reason alone you can deny these motions.

19           These were not prompt, all right.  The minute orders

20 were entered in late September.  The orders were entered with

21 notice of entry in, I think, around October 19th or so.  Our

22 motions after the intervention to vacate and -- and to dismiss

23 have been pending for some time, and they file this motion on

24 December 10th or 12th, all right.  So I don’t -- I don’t think

25 this was prompt.  They don’t even address the absence of any
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1 intent to delay any of their motions.

2           And I think that as this Court can see, at least from

3 UAIC’s perspective, we see plenty of intent to delay because we

4 have wanted hearings on whether or not that amendment of the

5 judgment was valid, hearings on whether or not this new action

6 is valid.  For some time these motions have been filed and it’s

7 been obfuscation and delay, so I don’t think they meet that

8 factor.

9           They admit -- Mr. Stephens admits in his brief there’s

10 not a lack of knowledge issue.  They're all represented.  And

11 then good faith?  Where do I begin?  There’s no good faith here. 

12 This has been an orchestrated attempt from the very beginning by

13 plaintiff and counsel that plaintiffs’ counsel got for Mr.

14 Lewis, Mr. Arntz, to avoid these issues getting any kind of

15 hearing.  They wanted to run into court between themselves,

16 enter a judgment to try and fix their problem on appeal with

17 their expired judgment.  I think that’s clear.

18           I've gone through the factors exhaustively in many of

19 our briefs, Your Honor.  It’s why we’ve asked for a

20 countermotion for an evidentiary hearing.  I think there was an

21 attempt to perpetrate a fraud on the Court.  I've never made

22 that allegation in my career in 20 years.  This is the first

23 time I think there are facts that show that that may have

24 occurred here.  So I don’t think there’s any good faith.

25           THE COURT:  All right.
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1           MR. DOUGLAS:  And then just real simply, Your Honor,

2 Your Honor touched on it, the owing judgment, we’re not looking

3 to attack it.  That’s why our intervention in the ’07 case is

4 distinguishable from the statute and case law cited.  We’re not

5 looking to attack the underlying judgment.  We’re not looking to

6 relitigate.  We’re not looking to argue there’s a preexisting

7 condition.  We’re arguing the amendment was void.  It's pretty

8 clear from our motion, our Rule 60 motion, that’s exactly what

9 we’re arguing.

10           THE COURT:  Well, what about the amendment -- I mean,

11 this is how -- Mr. Christensen, I mean, I don’t know if he --

12 the way I understood what he said, and this is sort of how I see

13 it, the amendment just moved it into the plaintiffs’, the now

14 majority, major majority plaintiffs’ name.

15           If it was a judgment -- I mean, not amendment.  The

16 judgment was expired, then we now have an expired judgment in

17 the amended -- in the now adult plaintiff’s name.  If the

18 amendment -- if the judgment hasn’t expired, now we have a

19 non-expired judgment in the now adult plaintiff’s name.  That’s

20 how I see it.

21           And if I was to deny your motion on that, that would

22 be my order, which is I'm not making any ruling by -- by

23 amending the judgment into the name of the now adult plaintiff

24 as to whether or not it’s expired or not.  I don’t see it -- I

25 don’t see what was done as being a decision on the merits
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1 whether or not the judgment continued.  I definitely would agree

2 you would have had to -- you know, that there had to be more

3 done in that regard.  So if I -- if that’s the way I look at it,

4 I mean, how is that handicapping you in some way?

5           MR. DOUGLAS:  Well, Your Honor, I understand your

6 point and clearly, you know, something to consider.  The problem

7 is, you know, I don’t know eventually what an appellate court

8 might say, and to us this looked like an attempt to an end

9 around the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and -- and somehow

10 sanctify what was an expired judgment without going through the

11 renewal process that [indiscernible] requires --

12           THE COURT:  Let me -- let me tell you how I'm leaning

13 on terms of your -- well, let me deal with -- with the issue

14 relating to intervention.  I don’t see any issue with the

15 intervention in the 2018 case.  I have serious concerns in

16 reference to the 2007 case, but I do think that there are

17 distinctions factually between those cases that say once you’ve

18 got a final judgment you can't come hopping into it.

19           And what's happening here, which is, you know, does

20 that judgment continue to exist.  And, essentially, we have new

21 litigation on that, which I think -- so I am going to be denying

22 the motion to strike the intervention.  I'm leaning -- I mean,

23 my inclination at this point is to deny your motion to -- for

24 relief from judgment pursuant to NRCP 60.  But I want to make it

25 clear in any -- in my order that, you know, I just see that as
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1 moving the case from the name of the father to the name of the

2 now adult plaintiff.

3           And, you know, I would ask, you know, whoever ends up

4 drafting the -- the order in that regard to -- to make that

5 point clear.  I don’t see -- you know, I see that as just being

6 a ministerial thing that was requested by plaintiffs’ counsel to

7 -- to get it into her name at this point since dad really

8 doesn’t have any authority over her anymore.

9           At this point I am going to grant and withdraw, you

10 know, Defendant Lewis’s motion for relief from judgment pursuant

11 to NRCP 60, defendant’s motion to dismiss, and Defendant Lewis’s

12 motion to strike defendant’s motion for relief from judgment --

13 well, no, not that one.  I mean, that’s the one, essentially,

14 I'm granting.  I'm going to -- the ones that Mr. Tindall filed,

15 I'm going to pull those.  I'm going to grant Mr. Arntz, whoever

16 filed it, I can't -- everybody is representing everybody here,

17 the motion to -- to pull those.

18           I don’t see -- you know, the issue here is whether

19 you’ve got anything under the contract or under case law that

20 gives you a right to -- to assert anything.  And so if Mr. Lewis

21 wants to use Mr. Arntz as his attorney in this one, and Mr.

22 Christensen on the other one, I mean, that, I think, is his

23 choice.  And to the degree that there’s any legal implications

24 from that, that’s the case.

25           As far as your motion for an evidentiary hearing for a
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1 fraud upon the Court, I'm going to deny that at this point in

2 time.  I'm not balled up in whether there is a sinister plan

3 here.  I will say that this is unusual.  I've -- this has caught

4 my eye as something, you know, not logical in every sense, but I

5 can't say I've seen anything here which, you know, and, I mean,

6 making some -- I'm making the assumption that counsel in terms

7 of Mr. Lewis, to the degree that there is potential conflicts

8 here, and there obviously are some potential conflicts, have

9 explained those to Mr. Lewis, and that he has made appropriate

10 waiver of those conflicts.

11           So I assume, you know, you’ve discussed this issue

12 with Mr. Arntz?

13           MR. ARNTZ:  That’s right, Your Honor.

14           THE COURT:  Okay.  And you're now independent, but for

15 Mr. Christensen, who obviously does have some arguable conflicts

16 in view of the case, I assume you’ve -- you’ve discussed that

17 with Mr. Christensen?

18           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Yes, and there are appropriate

19 conflict waivers.

20           THE COURT:  Okay.  That’s --

21           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And there’s also an appropriate

22 conflict non-waiver that’s -- that was filed with Mr. Tindall’s

23 things.

24           THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.

25           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  So the conflicts that he has with
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1 UAIC are clearly there and he does not waive them.

2           THE COURT:  That’s fine.  I mean, and I'm not -- I'm

3 talking in terms of his counsel now, so I just want to make --

4 you know, I may -- absent me seeing something of more than I see

5 now, I'm not going to make an assumption that there’s been an

6 ethical violation.  So I am going to deny the motion for an

7 evidentiary hearing on the fraud.

8           I've granted Mr. Tindall’s motion to withdraw as

9 counsel, and -- and now the UAIC’s motion to dismiss plaintiffs’

10 complaint and motion for Court to deny stipulation to enter

11 judgment.  At this point in time, and I’ll let everybody have

12 two minutes to give me any final thought on this one, but at

13 this point my general inclination is to dismiss Claim No. 1

14 because I don’t see that as being a cause of action here under

15 Nevada looking at the Mendina case.

16           I'm leaning toward dismissing Claim No. 3 based on

17 claim preclusion, but I am looking at staying the ruling on

18 Claim No. 2 pending a decision from the Nevada Supreme Court as

19 to whether the judgment has expired because I looked at the

20 filings in, I think, September and November, and the issues

21 relating to Claim No. 2 appear dead on point with what the

22 Supreme Court is being asked.  And it seems to me in terms of

23 judicial economy, it makes sense for me to stay a ruling as to

24 that.

25           So that’s where I'm leaning as to all of these
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1 motions.  So I’ll give everybody, if you want to add anything,

2 Mr. Christensen, Mr. Arntz, Mr. Stephens, counsel, I’ll give you

3 no more than two minutes to give me any final thoughts, but

4 that’s where I'm leaning on everything at this point in time. 

5 So --

6           MR. STEPHENS:  Let me start, Your Honor.

7           THE COURT:  Okay.

8           MR. STEPHENS:  One housekeeping matter.  My motion to

9 strike Mr. -- or UAIC’s intervene -- motion to intervene is set

10 for January 23rd.  In view of your ruling today, I don’t think

11 it would change your mind on January 23rd.  It may be easier to

12 just simply deny that today and take it off your calendar.

13           THE COURT:  That’s fine.  You're probably right on

14 that.

15           MR. STEPHENS:  Right.  So, yeah, okay, so as to this

16 motion.  I have no problem as to Claim 3 because I think it is

17 claim preclusion.  I think I can see that in my points and

18 authorities.  Claim is my claim to enforce the judgment and I

19 was -- I filed a suit to enforce the judgment.  If you dismiss

20 that, I no longer have the ability to enforce my judgment

21 against Mr. Lewis.  And so I don’t think you can dismiss Claim

22 1.  You can stay it pending the appeal.  I prefer you don’t,

23 obviously, but that’s your call, not mine.

24           But if you dismiss my complaint and enforce judgment,

25 which is my Mandelbaum claim, saying I have this judgment, I'm
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1 now suing to enforce it, then I lose my ability to enforce the

2 judgment which Mandelbaum specifically allows.  And as to

3 declaratory relief, if you think the issues are the same as the

4 Supreme Court, then it ought to be stayed pending the decision

5 of the Supreme Court.

6           THE COURT:  Okay.

7           MR. STEPHENS:  I think they're distinct, but you’ve

8 had that argument from counsel.  I'm not going to reargue that

9 with my two minutes.

10           THE COURT:  Okay.

11           MR. STEPHENS:  Thank you, Judge.

12           THE COURT:  Thanks.

13           Do you want to add anything, Mr. Christensen?

14           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Just a few --

15           THE COURT:  I know it’s going to be hard in two

16 minutes, but --

17           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Actually, impossible.  But I just

18 want to correct a couple things.

19           THE COURT:  Sure.

20           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Mr. Tindall was not forced to

21 withdraw.  He withdrew because there is a conflict between UAIC

22 and -- and Mr. Lewis, and that’s why he withdrew.  He wasn’t

23 forced to withdraw.  And that’s what counsel for UAIC said, that

24 he was forced to withdraw.  That’s not true.  And -- and as to

25 the prompt issue, this case, the judge granted it on a non -- on
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1 a non-hearing, granted the intervention without a hearing.

2           And then the first hearing that we had, which wasn’t

3 even a hearing on a motion, shortly after that granting of the

4 motion but before an order had been issued, he recused himself. 

5 Oh, no, no.  But after the order had been issued, then he

6 recused himself, but didn’t void the order.  Then the case was

7 in limbo land getting reassigned.  It got reassigned, and then

8 the UAIC did a peremptory challenge of one of the judges.

9           And that, of course, then put it into limbo land

10 again, and so we couldn’t file any motions during that period of

11 time.  Who would we file them with?  And then it got reassigned,

12 and then UAIC filed a motion to consolidate.  And in our

13 opposition to the motion to consolidate was our countermotion to

14 strike the intervention.  So it was definitely timely.

15           And the only other thing I’d like to know is since you

16 are denying our motions to strike the intervention, I would like

17 to know the reasons for that because I think it’s clearly not

18 the law that you can do that.

19           THE COURT:  All right.  Well, I think, you know, the

20 2018 litigation is -- there’s been no judgment entered in terms

21 of the complaint filed in the 2018 litigation and I think that

22 they meet the requirements for intervention, at least as it

23 relates to that complaint that’s filed.

24           As far as the 2007, I understand your point with that,

25 and, I mean, there’s case law that talks in terms of once that
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1 final judgment has been entered, you know, you can't be hopping

2 into -- into the case.  But I do see, you know, a distinction

3 between that case, those cases, and what we have here, which is

4 you now have essentially the prospect of new litigation, which

5 is that 2018 case, on -- to enforce that 2007 judgment.

6           And that new litigation creates new issues, which is

7 whether that judgment has expired or was -- or has been renewed. 

8 And I think definitely UAIC has -- has an interest in that and

9 meets the elements necessary to intervene.

10           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  So how are you dealing with the

11 voluntary agreement between the parties that was entered into

12 prior to any intervention?  And I'm not talking about an

13 improperly noticed motion to intervene, because that’s not

14 intervention, okay.  You're not in the case until you actually

15 get to intervene.  So how do you deal with that agreement that

16 was entered into?

17           THE COURT:  Well, I mean, that agreement was never

18 signed off on by the Court.  And so, you know, I don’t think we

19 have a judgment that has been entered into that are approved by

20 the Court in reference to that stipulation.

21           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  So you don’t think that the

22 settlement agreement entered into between the two parties to the

23 litigation is effective in preventing intervention by some third

24 party?

25           THE COURT:  At this point in time, since it was never
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1 signed off on by the Court, I mean, that agreement has been

2 sitting out there for quite some time prior with the prior

3 court, if I remember correctly.

4           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Correct.

5           THE COURT:  But it was never signed off on, and I

6 think that you don’t have that -- I mean, technically, again,

7 looking at things from a legal perspective, I don’t think we

8 have -- you have a judgment, that final judgment at that point

9 until the Court has signed off on it.

10           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Okay.  The Dangberg case says just

11 the opposite, Your Honor.

12           THE COURT:  Okay.

13           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  It says that if there is an

14 agreement entered into, that is the same as a judgment.  It

15 doesn’t have to be signed off on by the Court.  It’s just the

16 agreement.  If the case is settled by agreement, it's done, over

17 with, there can be no intervention.  So that would not be a

18 proper reason to allow intervention int his situation.

19           THE COURT:  All right.  Well, I’ll take one more look

20 at it, but that’s where I'm going to -- I am going to be ending

21 up at this point in time.  But I will take one more look at that

22 case that you're -- you're giving me, and take -- do you have a

23 final thought?

24           MR. DOUGLAS:  Just in brief response to that, Your

25 Honor.  Again, as I pointed out when I was up there, we have the
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1 only proof of the settlement was the filing of that proposed

2 stipulation which was done after we intervened.  And so --

3           THE COURT:  Now, you said it was filed before they

4 intervened.

5           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Yeah, before they intervened, after

6 -- after they filed their improperly noticed motion to

7 intervene.

8           THE COURT:  Okay.

9           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  But before their order allowing them

10 to intervene, yes.

11           THE COURT:  Okay.

12           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Before the decision on their motion

13 to intervene, it was filed before that.

14           THE COURT:  Okay.  I’ll -- I’ll look at the timeline.

15           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And I would ask one other question,

16 too, then.  And that is why -- so right now my understanding is,

17 right, that you have the stipulation, the filed stipulation, and

18 the judgment with a request to execute it; right?  And so I

19 would also ask why -- what are the reasons in law or factually

20 or whatever that you are not signing that particular order, that

21 particular judgment that’s been stipulated to by the parties. 

22 What is the reason?

23           THE COURT:  I think at this point, I mean, you’ve got

24 UAIC coming in.  They filed a motion to dismiss the complaint. 

25 And, you know, there are a lot of -- I’ll be frank, there are
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1 questionable parts to this.  And so at this point in time I'm

2 not going to be signing off on it.

3           We’re going to see what happens with the Supreme

4 Court.  If it says that the judgment continues, I think that

5 resolves a lot of things here in this case and we’ll move

6 forward on that basis.  If they say it doesn’t, I think that

7 there are a lot of open issues here.  The fact that it’s up

8 there in the Supreme Court and been certified, I think judicial

9 economy it makes sense for us to take -- let them say what it

10 is.

11           I have no issue -- I mean, I have no issue if they say

12 there’s an extended judgment.  I think the plaintiff is entitled

13 to everything that she’s entitled.  If they say there is an

14 extended judgment, I think that their -- UAIC has got a valid

15 concern, so that’s how I'm going to proceed.

16           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Okay.  And then I have one other

17 question.

18           THE COURT:  Okay.

19           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  And I apologize, Your Honor, but

20 this is an extremely important situation.

21           THE COURT:  No, that’s why I let it go for another --

22 for a little bit longer.

23           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  I apologize.  But -- and I can't

24 remember, maybe you can help me out, but if this was on appeal

25 to the Nevada Supreme Court, this case, and -- and you were not
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1 wanting to rule because it’s on appeal, there is that case --

2 anybody know what I'm talking about?  Where you say to the

3 Supreme Court I would rule this way but for it being on appeal. 

4 So if you want to send it back so I can change my rulings to

5 correct some --

6           Do you know what --

7           MR. WAITE:  Honeycutt.

8           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Honeycutt.  Yeah.  A Honeycutt

9 order.  Sorry.  Thank you.

10           We would request that a Honeycutt order, that where

11 you resolve these issues based on what you think and say to the

12 Supreme Court I didn’t -- I didn’t want to mess with you, but if

13 you were done with this thing and -- and it was down here with

14 me, I would rule this way on these issues.  That’s -- that’s

15 what I would propose doing.  And it’s kind of a weird situation

16 because it’s not really a Honeycutt situation because, like I

17 said, this is not on appeal.

18           THE COURT:  It’s not on appeal.

19           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  It’s not on appeal.

20           THE COURT:  I mean, no, it’s not on appeal.  I think

21 -- I do have the -- I would have the ability to make a ruling. 

22 I don’t have any issue on that.  I'm making -- using my

23 discretion and saying, at least my reading, the exact issues as

24 to the question of extension renewal are -- have now special

25 questions on the Ninth Circuit appeal before the Nevada Supreme
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1 Court, and so I'm using my discretion to let -- you know, for

2 judicial economy, it’s what they say.  Because I can -- what

3 they do there, I think, will quickly resolve the issues that we

4 have here.

5           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Well, just to -- so one -- one fact

6 on that, and that is the issue on appeal is not Mr. Lewis’s --

7 the judgment against Mr. Lewis being valid or not.  That’s not

8 the issue on appeal.  The issue on appeal is whether Mr. Lewis

9 and Nalder can maintain an action against UAIC.  That’s the

10 issue that’s on appeal.  And --

11           THE COURT:  But -- but the question --

12           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- and it’s assumed --

13           THE COURT:  -- that has been certified to the Nevada

14 Supreme Court encompasses --

15           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Yeah.

16           THE COURT:  -- the issue that --

17           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  But not to -- not to decide is the

18 -- is the judgment valid.  It’s like assumed that the judgment

19 is not valid, then do you still -- are you still able to bring

20 the action against UAIC.  That’s the issue on appeal.  They're

21 not -- the Supreme Court isn't going, well, is it this or is it

22 that, or, you know, is the judgment still valid against Mr.

23 Lewis?  That’s not -- it’s assuming the judgment isn't valid

24 against Mr. Lewis, can he still bring the claim against UAIC. 

25 And I think that answer is, yes, he can --
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1           THE COURT:  Okay.

2           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- for the other reasons that I

3 talked about.  But those are the issues on appeal.  This down

4 here is -- this is the proper court to decide is this judgment

5 valid.  And by not doing that, you are not doing your

6 responsibility --

7           THE COURT:  Okay.

8           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- to these parties, to these two

9 parties, and it’s going to affect -- could affect their appeal

10 with the Ninth Circuit.  But we’ll -- we’ll take --

11           THE COURT:  Well, we’ll see what --

12           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  -- whatever action we have to take.

13           THE COURT:  -- how long -- hopefully, the Supreme --

14 of course, we’re talking the Nevada Supreme Court, but hopefully

15 the Supreme Court will take some action.  I don’t have a

16 problem, you know, if they don’t take action, file a motion

17 asking for the Court to reconsider its stay on that issue, and

18 we’ll -- we’ll take a look at it at that point.

19           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Okay.

20           THE COURT:  All right.

21           MR. DOUGLAS:  Your Honor, I just -- a couple

22 housekeeping because I know you want to get done.  I just,

23 because I know you granted the withdrawals of Mr. Tindall’s

24 motions, we did make an oral motion to continue to get new

25 counsel.  I'm assuming we’ll deny -- you're going to deny that
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1 for --

2           THE COURT:  I mean, I'm not -- you can get new counsel

3 and see.

4           MR. DOUGLAS:  Okay.

5           THE COURT:  I mean, I'm not telling you what you can't

6 and can do.

7           MR. DOUGLAS:  Okay.

8           THE COURT:  If you think you’ve got a basis to get new

9 counsel, get new counsel.  I'm not making any ruling on that.

10           MR. DOUGLAS:  Okay.

11           THE COURT:  I'm just saying at this point in time, Mr.

12 Lewis has -- Mr. Tindall has withdrawn, Mr. Lewis’s current

13 attorneys say we want those withdrawn, I'm granting the motion

14 to essentially withdraw those motions filed by Mr. Tindall.  If

15 you think you’ve got a basis to force Mr. Lewis to take -- take

16 counsel you hire, you know, go for it.  We’ll deal with it at

17 that point.

18           MR. DOUGLAS:  Two other quick things, Your Honor.  I

19 understand just in regard to what was said about the Dangberg

20 case.  Again, there was some back and forth, but I think at

21 least as far as the court docket is concerned, we filed our

22 motion to intervene prior to that stipulation alleging the

23 settlement having been filed.  And I think that’s why it's

24 distinguishable from Dangberg.

25           Once they -- if they had looked at the court docket,
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1 which as good counsel I'm sure they did, they knew we were

2 trying to come in.  That’s why -- that’s why that settlement can

3 be stated.  I would also ask, the one thing we didn’t deal with

4 in my motion to dismiss the 2018 case, we talked about the three

5 causes of action, dismissal of one, stay of the other.  We also

6 had a countermotion to stay that affidavit.  I don’t know what

7 Your Honor wants to do with that motion.

8           THE COURT:  Stay.

9           MR. DOUGLAS:  Stay -- stay -- to do anything with the

10 affidavit, that was filed.  Because that affidavit, as you

11 mentioned, which kind of goes to this Dangberg issue was just

12 float -- it’s floating out there.  It was filed.  It’s never

13 been signed.  I don’t know if Your Honor feels the need to do

14 anything with that.  We did file our countermotion to stay. 

15 Stay -- stay -- again, we could stay that or grant that.

16           THE COURT:  It’s on calendar for next week.

17           MR. DOUGLAS:  Oh, it’s on calendar next week.  Okay. 

18 Is that the 23rd?

19           THE CLERK:  Yes.

20           MR. DOUGLAS:  Okay.  Sorry.  We’ll deal with it them.

21           THE COURT:  Well, I’ll look at it and --

22           MR. DOUGLAS:  We’ll deal with it then.

23           THE COURT:  But all right.

24           MR. DOUGLAS:  I'm not going to take up any more of

25 your time, Your Honor.
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1           THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. Arntz, do you have

2 anything?

3           MR. ARNTZ:  No, Your Honor.

4           THE COURT:  Okay.  Thanks a lot, everybody.

5           MR. DOUGLAS:  Thank you.

6           MR. STEPHENS:  I wasn’t clear if you were still going

7 to dismiss my first claim for relief.

8           THE COURT:  You know --

9           MR. STEPHENS:  That’s the only thing for purposes of

10 the order.

11           THE COURT:  -- I’ll take -- I think since I'm going to

12 stay on No. 2, I’ll go ahead and acquiesce to your point 

13 there --

14           MR. STEPHENS:  Thank you.

15           THE COURT:  -- and I will stay on No. 1.

16           MR. STEPHENS:  I just wanted to make sure it’s clear

17 for the order.  Thank you.

18           THE COURT:  Okay.  All right.

19           MR. DOUGLAS:  Thank you, Your Honor.

20           THE COURT:  Thank you all.

21           MR. CHRISTENSEN:  Thank you, Your Honor.

22 (Proceedings concluded at 10:22 a.m.)

23 * * * * *

24

25
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SECURITY OR TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER OF ANY PERSON OR ENTITY.

Julie Potter
Kingman, AZ 86402
(702) 635-0301
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MWCN
RESNICK & LOUTS, P.C.
RANDALL TINDALL
Nevada BarNo. 6522
8925 W. Russell Rd., Ste. 220
Las Vegas, NV 89148
Telephone: (7 02) 997 -3800
Facsimile: (702) 997-3800
rtindall@lattorneys.com
Attorneys for Defendant Gary Lewis

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COIINTY,IYEVADA

CHEYENNE NALDER,

Plaintiff,
v.

GARY LEWIS,

Defendant.

I.]NITED AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY,

Intervenor,

ll

il

il

il

106991481_1

CASENO. A549111

CONSOLIDATED MTH:

CASE NO. A-18-772220-C

DEPT, NO. 20

MOTION TO WITHDRAW AS
COTINSEL ON ORDER SHORTEI\ING
TIME

Case Number: 07A549111

Electronically Filed
1/7/2019 5:13 PM
Steven D. Grierson
CLERK OF THE COURT
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Defendant Gary Lewis's insurance-appointed counsel, Randall Tindall, moves the

to allow him and his firm, Resnick & Louis, P.C., to withdraw from Defendant's

This motion is based upon the points and authorities, the exhibit, and any oral argument that

court may require.

DATED this 7th day of January,2019.

RESNTCK & Lotfls, P.c.

RANIDALL TINDALL
5940 S. Rainbow Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89118
Attorneys for Defendant Gary Lewis

ORDER SHORTENING TIME

GOOD CAUSE APPEARING, Pursuant to EDCR 2.26, the hearing of MoTION

WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL ON ORDER SHORTENING TIME iS SEt fOT tN' _ffAUY

January,2019 at / p.m.

DATED this 7th daY of JanuarY,2019.

Submitted by:

RESI\IICK & LOU*IS, P.C.

ffiDAITTNDETI
Nevada Bar No. 6522
8925 W. Russell Road, Suite 220
Las Veeas. NV 89148
Attomelys ior Defendant Gary Lewis

T JUDGE-\s,

106991481_l
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DECLARATION OF RAI\DALL TINDALL IN
STTPPORT O[' ORDER SHORTEI\ING TIME

RANDALL TINDALL, pusuant to NRS 53.045, declares:

L I am over the age of 21, am an attorney for Defendant Gary Lewis, and have

knowledge about the facts relatedto the filing of this motion.

Z. A hearing on several motions is already scheduled in this matter for January 9,2019, at

a.m. An order shortening time TO 0ll0gll9 is necessary and is sought for good cause, in

interest ofjustice and for no other purpose.

3. I submit pursuant to EDCR 2.26 that good cause exists to have this motion heard

shortened time because of the following:

I and Resnick & Louis, P.c. were retained by Gary Lewis's insurance cartier,

Automobile Insurance Company ('UAIC"), to defend him in the lawsuit filed against him in A-1

772220-C,which necessitated action in 07A5491 1 1 (consolidated), as well;

In a letter apparently written by Mr. Lewis, it is asserted that he does not want me

represent him. please see attached as Exhibit A a tue and correct copy of the letter that was sent

me, purportedly bY Mr. Lewis;

A lawyer claiming to be acting on Mr. Lewis's behalf, E. Breen Amtz, has filed a motion

sanctions against me and Resnick & Louis, P'C., alleging among other things that I am

Mr. Lewis without authorization;

On 01102119, E. Breen ArnE, claiming to be acting on Mr. Lewis's behali filed

withdrawal of two motions that I filed in these now consolidated cases on behalf of Mr' Lewis: (1

the motion to dismiss, and (2) the motion to set aside judgment (collectively, the "Motions').

4. Mr. Arntz's filing on Mr. Lewis's behalf the withdrawal of the Motions that I fl

has created a conflict. More specifically, IvIr. Lewis's instructions to me (through Mr. Arntz) not

go forward with the motions I filed on Mr. Lewis's behalf and UAIC's instuctions to me to

forward with the motions puts me in a conflict requiring my withdrawal. To be clear, when

commenced my representation of Mr. Lewis, I was awtue of only one way to preserve

106991481_l
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judgment-i.e., tluough the NRS 17.214 renevaal process. After reading Mr. Arntz's motions

points and authorities, I've now come to realize there are two ways to preserve a judgment-i.e.,

statutory renewal process and an action on the judgment. I have no experience with the action

the judgment mettrod of preserving a judgment. Therefore, I carurot say whether Nlr. AmE'

arguments are wrong (that is what judges decide). Regardless, Mr. Amtz is exercising

judgment on Mr. Lewis's behalf that is contrary to the direction that I had believed was in Mr

Lewis's best interest and that is contary to the instuctions I have received from UAIC, putting

in an irreconcilable conflict of interest.

5. If the motion is not heard ON 01/09/19 before the motions soheduled to be heard i

this matter, I and Resnick & Louis, P,C., will need to appear prepared to argue' Because of

conflict and impasse, effective representation cannot be given by me of my finn'

6. Because I was hired by Mr. Lewis's insurance carrier (UAIC) to represent Mr

Lewis, I have duties to both Mr. Lewis and UAIC, State Farm Mut, Auto. Insur. Co. v. Hansen,I3

Nev. Adv. Op,74,357 P.3d 338 (2015), but my withdrawal will not cause any prejudice to Mr

Lewis because he is represented by E. Breen Amtz. Additionally, my withdrawal will not cause

prejudice to UAIC because it is represented in this actiort, as a third-party defendant, by

Matthew J. Douglas (Atkin Winner & Sherrod).

illl

ilil

illl

llll
illt
ilil

10699148r_1
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7 , Gary Lewis's last known contact infomration is as follows:

c/o E. Breen Arntz, Esq.

5545Mountain Vista Ste. E

Las Vegas, NV 89120
(702) 384-8000

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

RA}IDALL TINDALL

106991481_1
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POINTS A}[D AUTHORITIES
The rules governing tho legal profession in Nevada ptovide that once an attorney appeaN

in an action, the attourey may withdraw flom reprcsentation "upon the order of the court or

Judge thereof on application of the attorney or client." Orme v. EiShth Judicial District Court,

105 Nev. 712, 714 n. l, 782 P.2d 1325, 1326 n, 1 (1989). Likowise, EDCR 7.40 entitled

"Appearances; substitutions; withdrawal or change of attourey" states the following regarding

withdrawal by an attomey:

(2) When no attorney has been r.etained to rcplace tho attomey
iv[thdr.awing, by oldei'of the court, granted upon written rnotion,
and
(i) If the anotication is made bv the attourey, the attornoy must
iri"lude in an agiOavit the address, or last l<nown address, at which
the ilient mav bo seived with notico of further p[oceedings takel
in the case in the evont the application for withdrawal is granted,

and tho telophono number, 6r tast lnown telephono numbor, at
which the ciient may be rcaohed and the attomey must se.e a

copy of the applicati6n upon tho client and all othel parties to the
action or their attomeYs,

In this case, tho apptication is being made by the attomoy. Inoluded in the attaohed

affidavit is the tast known addresses of the clients and the clients' last lmown phone numbers.

Ther.efor.o, EDCR 7,40 has boen satisfied and this court should grant this motion.

Furthermore, SCR 46, entitted "Withdrawal or change of attotney" states the following

regarding withdrawal by an attomey:

The attomev in an action or special proceeding may be changed at

any time before judgment or fural detormination as follows:
f . iJpon conseirf oflhe attornoy, approved by the client'
Z. Uiroo the order of the couri or fudge thereof-on.the application
of the attorney orthe olient. Afterjudgment or firiraldetermination,
an attorney da, withdlaw as attoiney of lecord at any time upon
the attorney's hling a withdrawal, with or without the client's
conseirt.

In this case, as stated in tho attached affrdavit, tho client and the attomoy havo reached an

impasse. Ther.eforc, SCR 46 has been satisfied and this court should grant this motion. The

intorests of the plaintiffs will not bo materially affected if withdrawal is granted. Therefore, the

undersigned rrcquests he be allowed to withdraw as attomey of record.

106991481_1
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DATED this 7th day of January,20l9.

RESI\IICK & LOUTS, P.C.

RANDALL TINDALL
5940 S. Rainbow Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89118
Attomeys for Defendant GarY Lewis
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tE

CERTIX'TCATE OF' SERYTCE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that service of the foregoing MOTION TO WITIIDRAW

COUNSEL ON ORDER SHORTENING TIME was served this _ day of January, 2019, by:

ELECTROI\ilC SERVICE: to counsel by transmitting via the Court's electonic filing
services the document(s) listed above to the Counsel set forth on the service list on this

date; and

106991481_l

employee of Resnick & Louis

7th
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Octobor 16,201E

Randdl Tindall, Esq.
Resnick and Louis, P.C.
8925 W. Russell Rd,, Ste 220
Las Vegas NV 89148
FAX:702-997€478
rti nd all@rlatbmeys.com

Re: Stop telllng the Court you reprcsent me.

Dear Mr.Iindatl :

You have never communlcated wffir me and I have never retalncd you to represent me.
I am wrltng to make lt rrery dear to yw that I do not want you to make any
representations or communications on my behalf wthout first getting my authort$ to do
so in @nnection wltr the lawsulte that arc cunently pendlng ln Nevada. I lefi, Nevada at
lhe end of 2008. I believe the aclions you have tiaken on my behalf are fraudulent,
lmpmper and lnaccurrate. You alrca{ know all of this because Steve Rogers, whowas
previursly hlred by UAIC to represent nno, also was told this and lhen did not file
anything on my behalL l have had the lssues erplored by my own oounsel and I do not
agree that your actions are ln my bost interest. My attomey defendlng me in theee hvo

oases is Breen AmtL My attorney representing me against UAIC is Thomas
Christensen. Please cpnrmunicate wiBr him regarding my desires. Please withdraw
your three motions filed on my behalf and disoontinue making any representdons to
the court that you are actirB on my behalf. You are not

Thank you.a+
Gary Leuris

cc: bre,en@breen.com
homas@i ni ury,helpnow.6gm
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